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MEAT IMPORTS
XONDAY,

MARCH 15, 1976

U.S. SE NATE,
SUBCOMxIm E ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
or THE COMMIrrEE ox FINANCE,

Waehington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Paul Fannin presiding.
Present: Se.rators Curtis, Fannin, Hansen, and Dole.
Senator FANzNIN. The hearing is in order.
[The Committee on Finance press release and the bill S. 595 follow:]
FINANCE COMMITTEE SCHEDULES HEARINGS ON S.

595

The Subcommittee on International Trade of the Senate Committee on Finance will hold one day of public hearings on S. 595, a bill to restrict meat
imports. The hearing will be held on Monday, March 15, at 10.0 A.M. in
Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Senate Offie Building. S. 595 would amend
the meat import quota law in two basic ways: First, the maximum amount
of beef imports in any one year would be limited to a total not to exceed 7,50
million pounds. This is approximately 430 million pounds below the level allowed today and represents an Initial decrease of some 36 percent. Second,
future import adjustments will be based upon a responsive relationship to a
1969-72 base period. If the percentage of domestic grain-fed beef slaughter
decreases in comparison to total slaughter, foreign beef imports would he
further reduced on a formula base.
Because of the limited time the Committee has available on the subject,
witnesses will be limited to ten-minutes of oral testimony but may submit
materials for the record which will be summarized by the staff and made available to the members. Statements submitted for inclusion in the record should be
typewritten, no more than 25 double-spaced pages in length, and mailed with
five (5) copies to Michael Stern. Staff Director. Committee on Finance, Room
2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.
S. 595, 04th Cong., 1t Seas.
A BILL To amend Public Law 98-482
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of Public Law 88482
Is amended:

(1) By repealing subsection (a) and substituting In lieu thereof the follow.

Ing:
"(n) It is the policy of Congreqs tbat the agregate quantity of the article
srbeifled in items 106.10 (relating to fresh, chilled, or frozen cattle meat) and
106.20 (relating to fresh, chilled, or frozen meat of goats and sheep (except
lambs)) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States which may he imported
Into the United Statos In any calendar year beginning after Deember 81.
1974. shall not exceed 750.000,000 pounds; except that this quantity shAll be
adjusted each calendar quarter hy the same percentage that the ratio of the

I(1)

2
number of fed cattle slaughtered to the total number of cattle commercially
slaughtered in the first two months of the preceeding quarter Changes from
the average of this ratio for the years 1969 through 1972."
(2) By repealing subsection (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(b) Beginning with calendar vear 1978 the quantity specified In subsection
ja) (750,000,000 pounds) shall be increased or decreased for any calendar
year by the same percentage that estimated average annual domestic commercial production of cattle In that calendar year and the two preceeding calendar
years increases or decreases in comparison with the average annual domestic
commercial production during the years 1969 through 1972 Inclusive."
(3) By repealing subsection (c) and Inserting In lieu thereof the following:
"(c) The Secretary of Agricultureshall allocate the total quantity allowed
iinder subsection (a) among supplying countries on the basis of the share such
countries supplied to the United Statts market during a representative period
of the articles described In subsection (a), except that due account may he
given to special factors which have affected or may affect, the trade In such
articles. The Secretary of Agriculture shall certify such allocations to the
Secretary of the Treasury."
(4) By repealing subsection (d) and relettering the subsequent subsection.

Senator FANINq. These hearings have been scheduled to examine
the increasing problem which domestic cattle producers are experienc-

ing with imported beef. Most of us recognize that the domestic cattle
industry faces real difficulties as a result of several factors.

Supply and demand of beef are rot operating as they should. at
least in part due to the law governing the importation of foreign
beef. The supply of beef has increased significantly in recent years
while the costs of production have skyrocketed, and the share of our
domestic market held by imported beef has risen.
There are very real problems presented here which the Congress
should examine. Congress authority to regulate imports was exercised by its passage of the Mfeat Import Act of 1964. As this statute
is a creature of Congress, it is our responsibility to examine it when
conditions warrant. Such conditions presently exist.

Scheduling these hearings evidences the Senate Finance Committee's recognition of problems in this vital area of commercial activity.
It is understood that the House of Representatives also should begin
to examine this matter of beef imports. Constitutional requirements
and rules governing the operation of the business of the two chambers
of Congress make it necessary that the House take an affirmative step
in this matter.
It is advantageous for the Finance Committee to hold hearings on
this issue at this time so that action by the Senate can be expedited
in the due course of legislative procedure.
T welcome all the witnesses to these hearings.
I understand the senior Senator from Nebraska would like to make
a statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. CARL T. CURTIS, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE 0 NEBRASKA Senator Cuirris. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I want to commend the
distinguished Senator from Oklahoma for introducing this legislation

and for pressing for these hearings. I am glad to be a cosponsor of
the Bartlett resolution to reduce meat imports.
Excessive meat imports are not gooe for the country. In the first
place, they lower the prices paid td ranchers and farmers and feeders
for their cattle.
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They materially reduce the income and business opportunities in
agricultural communities. The level of business in most of our agricultural communities is based upon the farm income.
Employment in the meatpacking industry is a major factor in
many States and throughout the United States.
If our meat is processed at home from our own production of
cattle it adds a great deal to the employment opportunities. It is not

only the meatpacking industries but excessive imports reduce the
employment opportunities in transportation, feed processing and all
the supportive services of agriculture.
Whenever we import our meat supplies, we are adversely affecting
the economy of thousands of rural towns.
I hope that in the consideration of this matter that a sense of fairness and fairplay will prevail. After all, perhaps the smallest minority in the United States is the farmers, only 9 million. Everyone uses
their products and we have to depend upon the fairness of the people
involved or a great injustice will be done.
I would also like to point out in the field of foreign affairs, we
cannot expect every other nation to agree with use. We should strive
for their respect. they won't respect us if we import that which we
can efficiently produce here.
As we look upon a foreign nation and we would see them doing
that, we would realize right away that something was wrong with
our planning and regulation of their own commerce.
So, Mr. Chairman, I welcome these hearings.
The original meat importation law originated in this committee.
We passed a strong measure which would have been very effective.
When we went to conference the State Department became very active lobbying against the domestic interest and the measure was
watered down far too much. The law is better than no law at all. I
hope that when we revamp it, we will limit the opportunity for the
executive branch to tamper with it. Many of our piblems have come
from tampering with the meat import law and setting it aside on
certain occasions. The cattle business is a long-range business and
to interfere in any part of it adversely affects the cattle economy
several years down the road.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to make this statement and I look forward to hearing the witness.
Senator FANIUN. Thank you, Senator Curtis. You have made a

very fine statement.
The statements of Senators Abourezk, Bentsen, Tower, and Hruska
will be inserted at this point for the record.
(The statements of Senators Abourezk, Bentsen, Tower, and
Hruska follow:]
STATEMENT DY SENATOR Jxu AvOUIZZK
DOES ANYONE CARE ASOUT U.S. LIVSTOCK PRODUCERS?

Mr. Chairman, I am submitting this statement today to the Senate Finance
Committee as a protest of the tragic neglect of the people who produce the

meat for the tables of American consumers.

At the same time U.S. livestock producers are suffering from the severe
effects of a depression in their ndustry, the Secretary of State and this Adtministration are allowing meat products from foreign nations to flood into
this country.
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If you ask the State Department why it is allowing foreign countries to
dump meat here, you are told that exports are important to these other
countries. You get a song and dance about what might happen to the livestock industries in other parts of the world.
What you don't'hear from the State Department is one single word -of concern about livestock producers here In this country. It leads me to the question:
Does anyone care about U.S. Livestock Producers? I don't think anyone in
the State Department, at least at the upper decision-making levels, cares at
all what happens to a cQw-calf operator in South Dakota or in Oklahoma or
in any of the states where livestock production Is an Important industry.
You also hear from the State Department that It negotiates "voluntary restraints" on meat imports. After what happened in 1975, the State Department's
so-called restraints are about as effective as tying up a steer w'lth a piece of
string. It doesn't do any good, that's for sure, but you can still say you "tried"
to do something.
With friends like the State Department on their side, our domestic livextAck
industry need not bother to collect any enemies.
In 1975, a year when livestock producers were in a terrible situation with
the prices they paid going up and the prices they received going down, the
State Department kept itself busy tying strings around cattle in Aus-tralia
and in other countries that like to ship as much of their excess meat as
possible to the U.S.
The 1975 quota level for beef imports was set at 1,074.3 million pounds. based
on the 1964 Meat Import Control Act, and the so-called "trigger level" was
pegged at 1,181.7 million pounds.
Those two figures turned out4o be about as meaningful as promises written
in the sand, or on the ground in the feedlot.
What actually happened was that 1,208.9 million pounds of Imported meat
flooded into the U.S. That was 28.9 million above USDA's estimate and 27.2
million pounds above the trigger level. Australian cattle, failing to be restrained by the strings tied on them by the State Department, managed to contribute 40 million pounds more than that nation's quota. So, In total, we allowed 134.6 million pounds more than the official import quota to enter this
country.
Will any bands-be slapped? Will a lesser amount be allowed to be imported in 1976 to compensate for the abuses of 1975?
The answer, I regret to say, is no. In fact, we're going to-reward foreign
countries this year by allowing them to dump 1,233.0 million pounds In the
U.S. market. That's a jump of 51.3 million pounds over the 1975 trigger level.
Of course, the State Department has its ball of string ready for its annual
"import roping." But I can't think of any cattle producer who rests easy with
the State Department's negotiators in the saddle.
What should be done? Whjut follows are what I feel would be helpful to
our domestic livestock producers, with respect to controlling meat imports.
1. S. 595, the bill introduced by my distinguished colleague from Oklahona,
Dewey Bartlett, should -be enacted into law. It would reduce imports by at
least 370 million pounds if It were in effect In 1976. That would be very good
news for the producers I represent, and it would be good -news for all livestock producers throughout our country.
2. The Department of Agriculture, the State Department, the U.S. Customs
Bureau and the Bureau of the Census ought to get together to figure out how
to nceurAtely measure meat Imports. It is more than disheartening to note
that in 1975 nobody could agree on how much imports really did exceed the
quotas. One Would suspect these people of relying on the Weather Bureau for
advice-the forecasts seem to be equally reliable.
3. I believe S. 595 addresses itself to a very Important problem. that of
how to relate imports to the domestic situation. Surely, it makes good sense
to limit Imports when domestic production goes up. Right now, the best thing
that could happen for beef producers. In my opinion, would be to cut off all
beef imports until the industry gets back on Its feet.
4. Because of the widespread concern among livestock producers about imports I think it would be only fair and reasonable to involve them more In the
process. Producers should have some direct input when the itate Department
dnes Its opgolating. I think producers emild give some good advice on how
to tie up those Imports. They could explain In plain lancage that yon ean't
hold a stper baek with a piece of string. That in itself would be a revelation

over at Foggy Bottom.
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to submit my views at this
hearing, and I truly hope that some positive action can result from today's
public discussion.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR LLro

BENTSEN

Mr. Chairman, the Texas cattleman is among the most independent and self.
sufficient individuals in this country. He has asked little of his Federal government. Yet the Federal government has responded by intervenifvg in his
marketing processes and helping create an economic depression that has forced
a great many cattlemen out of business.
Every increasing imports from a beef surplus world continues to complicate
this situation, and I compliment the Chairman in holding these hearings to
review the situation. Over two years ago I called on the President to use his
authority to limit beef imports and felt obligated to introduce legislation on
the subject when he failed to act.
Mr. Chairman, the government's intervention I mentioned earlier was the
Administration's ill-advised beef price ceiling. This action disrupted the traditional marketing patterns for beef and complicated what became a surplus
supply of beef.- This threw the industry into a liquidation position, and as
brood cows and young calves came to market, they met the competition of imported beef. In a liquidation position, it is these type cattle that set much of
the cattle market, and it is these type cattle that are affected most by cheap
imports.
That, Mr. Chairman, is why it is important that we act positively on legislation like what we are considering at this hearing.
S. 595 is a step in the direction toward alleviating the problems of the beef
industry. This legislation would re-establish a base import level at 750,000,000
pounds and reconstruct the formula for setting meat import quotas. Under the
1964 Act quotas are allowed to increase as domestic production increases. This
does not take into consideration that in a period of liquidation, when the
amount of imports allowed under its formula flood the same market as domestic
liquidation type beef; a surplus market being flooded by cheap imports.
In 1975, the United States received over 50% of all of the exported beef in
the world. An amount of 1.6 billion pounds was imported into the U.S. according to the official figures of the U.S.D.A. This amount was nearly five billion
pounds over the quota set by the present Importation Act The quota level was
ignored, despite the fact the state Department negotiated agreements in early
1975 with beef importing, countries and review of several embalssies here in
Washington has revealed that the beef exporting countries intend to increase
their shipments to the U.S. in 1976.
The provisions of S. 595 are sound. It is essential that we provide legislation that will encourage our producers rather than working to their detriment. We should not be in the position of allowing one government policy delay
the recovery of an industry that has been crippled by another government
policy. That is why we have, Mr. Chairman, the combination of high import
rates with the effects of the beef price ceiling; a combination that should be
changed.
Mr. Chairman, when the world beef surplus situation emerged, the United
States was the only country that left its borders open to flood of imported
beef. Other countries moved to protect their producers and closed their borders to imports. In contrast, the President of this country actually dropped
all rebtrictions on quota levels In 1972.
Mr. Chairman, its time we reversed this situation, and developed policies
that benefit our cattlemen rather than following those policies that destroy
their profits kind frustrate their ability to supply he American consumer with
abundant, high quality beef.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR

JOHN TONVER

Mr. Chairman; I appreciate the opportunity to be here today to testify -n
behalf of S. 595, which would alter the mechanism by which levels of beef and
other meat imports are set by the United States. I believe this legislation is
necessary in order to provide some small measure of relief from foreign compe.
tition to our domestic livestock industry.
Sinee 1978. American livestock producers have been caught in a severe costprice squeeze. The prices paid for feed grains have more than doubled since 1072,
60-359-76----2

while prices received at slaughter have fluctuated wildly, allowing no prior
planning by the producer,. In many cases, cattle raisers have paid premium
prices for stock only to see the value drop by half within a few months.
In October 1974, the Texas House Committee on Agricultural Marketing conducted field hearings in the state to determine what might be done to alleviate
the worst problems faced by ranchers.
At those hearings Texas ranchers agreed that competition from -beef
Imports, prices of feed grains, and the lack of loan funds headed the list of
problems faced by the industry.
Among, the recommendations of the house panel was the suggestion that the
Federal government encourage voluntary restraints by other nations in the
exr rts of beef products to the United States.
The committee reported that "excessive imports have hurt the dairy andmeat Industries," with meat imports running at a little over a billion dollars
for the first six months of 1974, an eight per cent increase over 1973. As a
result, the committee felt that voluntary restraints would alleviate the problem without need to resort to Import embargoes.
Mr. Chairman, he Department of Agriculture told me in a letter last week
that beef and other meat Imports now run more than $1.6 billion for 1,182
million pounds. In 1976, under the present law, beef and other meat Imports
will be allowed to rise to 1,233 million pounds before the "trigger" of import
quotas is imposed by the President.
I believe it Is true for all livestock producing states, but I know it is true
for the ranchers of Texas who call, write, and visit my office, that everincreasing imports of livestock products continue to threaten the economic
well-being of the ranching sector.
And while I do not believe a total embargo of beef imports is in the best
Interests of this country, I do believe some relief is due to the families who
supply this country with its beef, veal and mutton.
Embargoes are dangerous tools of foreign policy, as we found out In the
past when this country attempted to embargo sales of grain to the Soviet
Union. In the end, they are detrimental to the interests they initially seek
to protect. I believe that our ranchers would, in the long run, find that an
embargo on imported livestock products would work to their detriment, by
Impairing our ability to export our own livestock products. These exports now
run about $1.4 billion per year. according to the Department of Agriculture,
despite the heavy-handed Interference from our trading partners, who have
systematically attempted to close their borders-to our livestock exports.
However, Mr. Chairman, to say that total embargoes are- dangerous to the
Interest they seek to protect, is not to say that we in the Congress should
sit by with a law which by Its very nature insures that recovery of the livestock Industry will be hindered by ever-rising imports.
It is my understanding of the present quota mechanism that Increases in
production trigger higher Import quotas. while lower production in this country would cause imports to go down. There Is theoretically a good deal of
merit to this system, but the plain fact is that it has not worked to benefit
the 'livestock producer. I think It needs to be changed, and I think Senator
brings that needed change.
have co-sponsored,
which Ineeds
bill,rancher
Bartlett's
What the
by way of assurailce
during a period of economic
since 1978. is a policy that
through
going
dislocation such as we have been
guarantees that his future production will not stimulate increased competition
from foreign exports to the United States.
Under the present system, every step taken byv the producer to work himself
out of a bole is met with increased Importation of competitive products. thus
driving down prices further as supplies Inerea Re. Under S. 595. the producer
would know that Ii he Increased his production, Imports would decline, to
allow a stable source of the product to the consumer, and a stable price to
himself.
Mr. Chairman. I have a reputation In the Senate for my belief that free
interchange among nations' products is in the best Interests of this country's
economy. I remain steadfast in that belief. However. we do not have that
situation In reward to the importation and exportation of livestock products.
and the barrier erected by our competitors have not allowed the vigorous
pursuit of an export strategy by American livestock producers.

Because our trading partners have chosen to discriminate against our ranchers, and because these ranchers remain in precarious financial straits brought
ou1them by soaring costs of production, I believe we must temper our freetrade philosophy with realism.
This bill Is a first step in rectifying injustices which livestock producers face.
It may be sufficient, If In no other way than to demonstrate to the world
that this Congress gives its confidence and support to the ranchers of America.
If It Is not sufficient, I may be persuaded stronger measures could be Justified.
u the meantime, however, I urge the committee to study this bill carefully,
an to recommend its passage to the full Senate. If the committee sees fit
to do so, I certainly will do all within my power to work for Its passage among
our colleagues, and at the White House.
Thank you, Mr. chairman.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR ROMAN L.' IRUSKA

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of S. 595
which would amend the formula contained in the Meat Import Act of 1904
for determining the annual quantity of beef that may be imported into the
United States. I am co-sponsor of the measure, and I commend Senator Bartlett's initiative In introducing it.
Mr. Chairman, In the past few years our whole economy has experienced a
recession, but no segment has been harder hit than the cattle industry. Examples abound of feeders who have lost more than $100 per head. Prices for
calves have plummeted. Some ranchers and feeders have been forced out of
the business, and many others have been on the verge of bankruptcy.
The current market is a prime example of the difficult situation the cattle
industry has encountered. Feed costs per pound of gain are estimate d to be
about 43 cents. When interest costs, fixed costs, and a return for labor are
added, the cost can be more realistically set at 50 cents. Steers in Omaha last
week were selling for 86 cents a pound. Those figures clearly Illustrate the
plight the cattleman is in.
All during these hard times the cattle industry has been faced with beef
import restrictions that are determined in a manner that is counterproductive
to any efforts to gain relief from this situation. I am referring, of course, to
the formula under which annual beef import quotas are set. The current
formula actually contributes to the problem both from the standpoint of the
cattleman and the consumer. It allows imports to Increase in times of domestic
overproduction, thereby furthering the cattleman's problems. When domestic
supply is short, the formula decreases beef imports, thereby lessening the
amount of beef available to consumers.
It must be acknowledged that the Meat Import Act of 1964 has served a
useful purpose. It has provided some measure of relief for the American cattleman through establishing an annual ceiling on beef imports which has prevented massive dumping of foreign beef on the Aiferican market. However,
after nearly a decade of its operation, it is clear that the formula for determining import quota Is contrary to simple economic principles, and the well
being of both cattlemen and consumers. .
Under the current formula, when average annual domestic commercial 'P:r-0,duction of beef Increases, the atnual import quota increases. Conversely, if
annual domestic commercial production of beef decreases, the import quota
decreases. Aswa result, when domestic supplies are high, more beef is Imported,
and when domestic supplies are low, less beef is imported. In the one Instance
the problem of domestic overproduction is heightened by a larger supply of
imported beef, while in the other, a scarce supply domestically is further undercut by, diminishing the availability of foreign beef. rEssentially the formula
operates in a backward. manner, disrupting the stability of prices and cloud.
Ing the Information system upon which the Industry makes production decislonp. •
The most shoeking aspect of the operation of the current quota formula is
the generous increases in beef Imports it hai allowed. The Meat Import Act's
purpose was to protect the domestic cattle industry fromn ruin by preventing
increased foreign beef Imports during times of domestic oversupply. This
has not been the result, unfortunately. In 1965, the first year of quotas under
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the Act, domestic beef and veal production amounted to 19,747 Rillion pounds
while the trigge level of allowable imports, before quotas would be imposed,
was set at 933 million pounds. This year's domestic production Is estimated to
be 25,280 million pounds and the trigger level has been set at 1,288 million
pounds. Since the 1neption of the Act, annual domestic production has increased more than 5% million pounds and the amount of allowable beef Im.
ports has Increased 800 million pounds. Rather than. decreasing the amount ot
imports in light of greater domestic production, the formula of the Act has
allowed imports to Increase nearly one-third. There could be no clearer example
of the failure of the current formula.
Mr. Chairman, the Meat Import Act should be used to help protect the
economic stability of the American cattle industry rather than working to
Its detriment. Other nations of the world would not hesitate to take quick,
decisive action to correct such a situation.
In fact, other beef exporting countries, including some of our major trading
partners, wantonly discriminate against our beef producers. They do so by
totally barring entry of any United States beef from their countries, or by
placing a heavy, unrealistic duty on such imports.
For example, the discretionary licensing system of Australia, New Zealand,
and Argentina has not permitted American beef to come Into their countries.
The European Community has a similar system, and even when limited icenses are granted, an ad valorem duty of 20 percent is extracted from the
Importer. On top of the ad valorem duty, a variable levy and other taxes are
added so that the few American primal cuts of beef that are exported to
Europe have a landed cost which is a full 85 percent higher than the actual
cost of the beef. And that cost does not include any of the transportation or
handling costs incurred in sending the beef to Europe. The unfairness of the
leef Import policy of such countries is clear when compared to a maximum
United States duty on imported canned corned beef which is set at 71,6 percent.
Mr. Chairman, It Is time to change the meat import formula so that It supports rather than opposes our domestic beef Industry. S. 595 proposes to do
this in a reasonable and rational manner. It would reestablish the base quantity for imports, allowing for adjustments to be made based upon the level of
annual domestic slaughter of grain fed cattle.
This is a sensible approach. It must be remembered that most Imported
beef comes from grass fed cattle. America has long been the leader in pro.
dni'ing grain fed beef. When American grain fed cattle slaughterings Rre
high, the import quotas should be increased in recognition of the lesser supply
of grass fed beef in our markets. By the same token, beef import quotas should
be lowered when domestic grain fed cattle slaughterings are low because more
domestic grnsq fed beef is In our market
Senator Bartlett's amendments to the Meat Import Act would allow this
to take place by tying adintments to the beef import base quota to the percentage of total cattle slaughter represented by grain fed cattle. When the
percentage of such slaughtering increases, the Import base would be adjusted
upward. Likewise. when the percentage of grain fed slaughterings decrease, the
import base would be adjusted down. This is aa it should be.
Mr. Chairman. S. 595 provides the opportunity to correct a formula that
simply has not worked as planned. This correction would be in the best interest
of the cattle industry and the consumer. It Is my hope that the committee will
give this measure its careful attention and every consideration. The change
is long overdue.
I commend the committee for holding this bearing. Thank you for the
opportunity to present my views.

Senntnr FAmJWT. We have i very knowledgeable Senator from the
State of Oklahoma this morning and I want to commend him for req'uesting these hearings, pushing for them and insisting on the hearines. IT eertainl is dedicated to his work as the Senator from Oklahoma. We are very fortunate to have him with us this morning as
our first witness. We have a very appropriate list of witnesses and I
think it is appropriate to have him as our first witness.
I now call on Senator Bartlett at this time.
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STATEMENT OF HON. DEWEY F. 3ARTLETT, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA
Senator BAnTmTr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you
for being willing to chair these meetings on very short notice. I think
the first approach to you was last Wednesday or Thursday, so I do
appreciate very much your chairing the hearings. I also want to
thank each of you for your interest in the matter of these imports.
I also want to express my thanks for the cooperation of Senator
Long, Senator Ribicoff andeach of you in making these hearings
possible.
Since introducing S. 595 over a year ago, I have solicited comments on its provisions and have found that section 2 of the bill is
not necessary in that the provisions in sections 1, 3 and 4 of the bill
will adequately provide for an equitable balance between domestic
beef production and imports over an extended period of years. Consequently, I will reintroduce S. 595 with section 2 deleted.
Mr. Chairman, the livestock producers in this country are in
serious financial condition. Total cattle numbers are up, and the
supply-demand situation is out of balance. This has been the condition for 11 g to.2 years..
Low beef prices and high.grain costs have distorted the market as
more and more cattle are going directly from the range to slaughter.
In 1974 the ratio was approximately 45 percent nonfed to 55 percent
fed slaughtered. For 1975, the ratio changed to approximately 35
percent nonfed to 65 percent fed.
The 1964 Meat Import Act was drafted in such a manner as to
allow imports from other countries, primarily grass-fed beef straight
from the range, to be increased in proportion to total domestic production, including nonfed and fed cattle. This approach to beef
imports has been counterproductive and has further complicated an
already difficult situation. It makes little sense to allow more imported beef production and to allow less imported beef when there
is lesser domestic production. The reverse, which does make sense, is
the control provision of this legislation.
While I understand that many cattle producers believe a total beef
import embargo is Justified, because of consumer and free international trade convictions of many Members of Congress, it appears
unlikely that such action would be taken by the Congress. In my
opinion, the bill I have introduced is a reasonable compromise for
all concerned.
Basically, S. 595 amends the meat import law in three important
ways: First: It removes the prerogatives the President has in current
legislation. I think this would be approbated by the executive branch
of Government as well as making it a much easier kind of law to administer. Second: It would establish a new meat import base level
for any 1-year period of 750 miillion pounds, subject to adjust.ient
either up or down based on a new domestic production ratio. This
compares to a limit of 725.4 million pounds under the current irkat
import law which was adjusted during the domestic overproduction
of 1975 to 1.3 billion pounds. Third: Future import adjustments will
be based upon a responsive relationship to a 1969-72 base period. If
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the ratio of domestic grain-fed beef SilaUghter decreases in comparison
to total slaughter, foreign beef imports would be reduced on an
equivalent basis.
However, if this ratio increased above the 73 percent established
under the base period, imports would increase accordingly. In such
a case. we would exceed the 750 million pound level.
A brief example Will illustrate how this would work: From 190972 the percentage of total slaughter which was grain fed was 73
percent.. This 1969-72 period reflects operation of a relatively stable
market and is used for the base 'percentage. Since late 1973 there has
been economic adjustment in the beef industry. This has taken the
form of increased domestic production of nonfed beef, which must
compete with foreign nonfed beef imports. The extent of this adjustment is evident in the fact that fed-cattle marketings in the last
quarter of 1974 fell to 60 percent of the total beef slaughter, a decrease of 13 percent of fed cattle during the base period. The 13 per
cent decrease represents a 17.8 percent change from the base period of
73 percent. This 17.8 percent decline in fed-beef production would
then be utilized to further reduce the level of foreign beef impose.
Thus, the base of 750 million pounds would be reduced on a quarterly
basis by 17.8 percent so that total beef imports for the quarter could
not exceed 154.1 million pounds-616.5 million pounds at an annual
rate.
fr. Chairman, on the last sheet attached there is the arithmetic
involved for the sample I just gave, I will further explain the manner
in which these figures are obtained.
The quarterly import limit of 154.1 million pounds is obtained by
multiplying the 750 million pound base limit by 17.8 percent, the
percentage decrease in the ratio of fed to total domestic slaughter in
-t e last quarter of 1974 compared to the fed to total domestic
:slaughter of the base period. This gives a figure of 133.5 millionpounds which, when subtracted from the base level of 750 million
pounds, gives the annual rate of 616.5 million pounds. Dividing by
4 gives us the fourth quarter of 1974 limit of 154.1 million pounds.
The 154.1 million pounds under the formula of this proposed legislation compares to 300 million pounds per quarter which could
be
imported under the present act and represents a reduction of foreign
beef imports of nearly 50 percent when domestic cattle conditions arecritical.
Many American livestock producers find themselves near bankruptcy today because of actions taken by this Government under the
economic stabilization program. Consequently, I do not believe it to
be unrealistic for the Federal Government to take some steps to
alleviate the .damage. Passage of this bill is one action we can take
which would be beneficial to both producers and consumers in the
long run.
Producers would know that large domestic beef production will not
result in their being penalized by ever-increasing foreign imports.
Consumers would benefit from a stabilized meat supply situation because under our present meat-import law imports go down as domestic
production decreases while under S. 595 periods of domestic production decreases would bring about increased imports.
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This bill is not a panacea for the problems of the cattle producer
but I think it would be beneficial to cattlemen. Certainly it is in the
interest of everybody thit the cattle business be stabilized. The feast
and famine aspects of cattle production are not beneficial to the per0
son in the business nor to the consumer.
The consumer asks the question, "Would this bill lead to higher
prices?"
Certainly this bill would stabilize prices, and this would mean that
the prices would be higher during certain periods and would be
lower during certain periods. Perhaps overl, it would average out
or perhaps it would be a little higher or a little' lower.
The point is that it would be stabilizing this condition to some extent, and in this respect it would provide assurance of reliable supplies of meat-for the consumer at the fairest price.
Mr. Chairman, this legislation is needed for the stability it would
provide. I again want to express my appreciation for these hearings
and I thank you for the opportunity to testify.
[The chart referred to follows:]
750*(rt) --- Where: rt =Fed-beef
Yearly rate:
.73
4.

total slaughter

Quarterly rate:
No. 1. Where rt-.60
Quarterly imports=750*. 6
.73

=154.109

4

NoTE.-This would equal an annual rate of 616.436 million pounds.
No. 2. Where rt= .79
Quarterly imports=750*. 79
.73

=202.91

4

NOTE.-This would equal an annual rate of 811.64 million pounds.
Senator FAmI'nx.

Thank you, Senator Bartlett. You have furnished

some very valuable information. You have presented valuable information as to what has happened in the past and what will happen in
the future. We commend you for trying to reach a reasonable compromise for all concerned. It is a question of what is achievable. As
you stated, some of the cattle beef producers feel a total embargo is
justified. I feel this legislation is perhaps the approach that should be
taken. I think the testimony this morning willbring out the thoughts
of others in this regard. It seems to me you have made some very
good,points in regard to just what is attainable.
Senator Curtis do you have any questions
Senator Ovw. Yes, as I started to say before, I commend you for
these hearings& There is one point you brought out which I think
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needs some emphasis, and that is the effect on the consumer. I believe
that various organizations, some of the news media and others wrongfully play this point up. If other costs go up, we do not tune in our
news or pick up our papers and read about the effect that will have
upon consumers. But because the agricultural interests are such a
small minority, any mention of agricultural income raises a hue and
cry about increased costs.
Not long ago I listened to one of the major networks giving their
expert opinion-and it was not a very good opinion-about what
would happen if we exported grain.
For every $5 billion of grain export, there are 50,000 jobs provided.
There is no reason why farms and producers should accept a substandard income below what the rest of Americans receive in order
to reduce prices to consumers. The wage increases are not denied because they increase the costs to the consumers. Utility bills are not
denied on that basis, or freight bills. There is an attempt to try to
arrive at a figure that is fair and just and that which is economically
efficient.
I commend you on your statement.
Senator FAwNNxN. The Senator from Kansas, Senator Dole.
Senator Dour. I don't have anything to add. I appreciate the testimony of Senator Bartlett. I am a cosponsor of the legislation.
There is something about beef imports that are symbolic to the
American cattleman. If we can make any progress at all, I know it
will be difficult. Senator Curtis just pointed up the consumer interests, and there are some in the Congress who may not be aware of
the need to balance the equities between the producer and the consumer. I would hope that based on the very fine statement Senator
Bartlett testimony of certain other witnesses we can have a better
understanding
of the branch.
problem.ItThere
has been
in Congress
and in the executive
has never
beenvery
verylittle
encouraging
to
me to see the Secretary of State negotiating with farmers. They did
that with wheat and it led to disaster.
In any event, I appreciate the comments.
Senator BAwmrrrr. I thank the distinguished Senator from Kinsas
and the distinguished Senator from Nebraska and the distinguished
chairman from Arizona.
I might add one thought that came to mind when the remarks were
just made. The cattle business as well as agriculture is perhaps the
purest and best example of freedom of enterprise, with the supply
and demand system working.
What this bill was trying to remedy is the problem created by the
current legislation which increases the imports when the industry

has problems of over production. It accentuates the problem. This

tries to deemphasize where the problem has an inverse relationship.

It seems only fair to me that the consumer should recognize that if
he tries, as the Senator from Nebraska pointed out, to have the producer cattleman subsidized to a lower standard of living, the con.
sumer with lower prices, this will result in more production rather
than adequate production at lower prices. It would be more production and higher prices.
I think what we are looking for is a stabilized condition which I
believe this bill would provide.
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Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Senator Bartlett for a very impres.
sive presentation and for the remarks that aptly involve the consumer and the producer, and this is certainly a two-way street. It is
valuable to bring out just what is involved and we hope there will be
a better understanding by the consumers that what appears to be
beneficial to their interests is only temporary but the end result may
be very detrimental to them.
Thank you very much.
[A supplemental statement by Senator Bartlett-follows:]
SUPPLEMENTARY STATrEMENT BY SENATOR DEWEY F. BARTLETT

The primary reason for establishing the ratio of the number of fed cattle
slaughtered to the total number of cattle commercially slaughtered as the formula for beef imports is that imported meat competes primarily with our non-fed
beef for markets. When the cost to produce fed cattle becomes too great, beef
Imports should be lowered because they compete more directly with range-fed
domestic beef. This is exactly what S. 595 is intended to do, act as a stabilizing
influence for dompotic beef producers.
In developing this formula, a simple inverse of the current total beef production ratio was considered, but It was decided that tying import levels to the fed

beef to total slaughter would be more acceptable to all sides and still result in
a significant reduction in imports.
While it is the view of some that the administrative difficulty involved in
determining the fed to total slaughter ratio may cause problems, this still
appears to be the best overall solution.

Senator FANNIM. The next witness, Mr. William McMillan of the
American Cattle.men's Association accompanied by Mr. William Jones
of the National Livestock Feeder Association We welcome you
gentlemen here this morning. We were fortunate to hear from you
before and we have always been very well informed by you. You
have always given us information that was helpful to us and we
appreciate your being here again this morning.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM KoMILLAN, AMERICAN NATIONAL
CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION; ACCOQXANIED BY WAYNE ROWE,
11., LAWTON, 0KLA.
Mr. MCMLLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am William McMillan, executive vice president of the Amet ;.an
National Catlemen's Association. Bill Jones was unable to be with
me this morning. However, he does give me the authority to speak
on behalf of the National Livestock Feeders Association.
Accompanying me is Mr. Wayne Rowe, Jr., from Lawton, Okla.
who is the president of the Oklahoma Cattlemen's Association, an
affiliated association of ANCA.
Senator FA.NIN. We are pleased to have both of you with us, and

I am sorry I recognized you, Mr. Rowe, as Mr. Jones.
Mr. McMiLtiq. As all of the members of the Ssnate Finance Comr
mittee know, the American Cattlemen's Association over the years
has maintained an active and intense interest in the question of beef
SCurtis, I address this to you. I can recall many of the
battles we had back in 1964 when the Meat Import Act was enacted.
I think, over the years, that particular law, has proven several things,
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Perhaps the'moit critical of those things. is that.,there isa deep princjpe involved of market access, a principle that does in fact provide
a, degree of protection for the U.S. beef cattle industry while at the
same, time, providing market access to the United States for exportingnations.
I mention this at this time because the United States is deeply in.-volved with negotiations in Geneva with the General Agreements on
Tariffs and Trade.
Over the last couple of years, the United States has experienced, as
well as major beef exporting nations, arbitrary actions by foreign
importing nations. Japan, for example, absolutely closed the door on
beef imports in 1974. It has only been in recent months that Japan
has once again started to import some beef.
The same thing is true with the European Community. The Economic community has absolutely placed an embargo on beef imports
for several years. To date, it has not been lifted.
That has a direct bearing on what happens in the United States.
We provide access to our markets, but major exporting countries like
New Zealand and Australia that also rely upon the Japanese or European market for their surplus must find a home for their product.
Therefore, they look to the United States or the North American
market, because they also look to Canada.
Were it not for the Meat Import Act providing a degree of protection for the U.S. beef cattle industry and, at the same time, providinq quantities of beef for the consumers to add to those large
quantities of beef that we already are producing domestically, the
exporting nations would have been dumping literally all of their export surplus beef on our market.
So, I say in principle the Meat Import Act of 1964 is a proper
principle and one that does work. It has been good for the cattle industry and the U.S. consumer. I hope our negotiators in Geneva,
through the Office of.Sjecial Trade-Repr.
native, will make other
nations of the world apply these same basic principles of market
access as those involved in the Meat Import Act of 1964.
That is not to say that the Meat Import Act is a perfect bill. Few
bills are and S. 595 gets to the heart of one of the weaknesses that has
existed in the bill.
As Senator Curtis will recall, in 1964, we attempted to get an inverse relationship built into tho legislation. Inverse in this context:
when the U.S. production of beef i high, then fewer imports should
.be permitted and, conversely, when U.S. domestic beef production is
low, then that could be the p roper time for more imports to be permitted entry into the Unite States. That principle in S. 595 is one
that is proper and one we would like to see applied.
We do disagree that you can apply a breakdown of fed and nonfed
slaughter and make it work. We contend that beef is beef. When you
have large quantities of beef, whether it comes from the feedlot or
nonfed slaughter, it still is consumed and competes for that .con.
sumer dollar in the' form of food.
About 25 percent of a fed brvf carcass, for examples, is trimmed
out and does in fact
into such things as ground beef, hamburger,
sausage, et _cetera. Therefore,.it is directly competitive with lower
quality beef that is ihnported into the United States. Therefore, it is

just

"competitive with the cow. beef and other, nonfed beef we

Rather than trying to set up a formula by which you differentiate
between the nonfed versus fed beef in the United States, we think a
much simpler approach would be that of using the total available
commercial beef supply of the United States, and apply the inverse
relationship to that.
The current situation in the fed beef market is a good illustration
of economics and its difficulty to apply as stated in S. 595. The fed
cattle market currently is depressed. Cattle feeders are losing upward
of $100 a head, because we have a large supply of fed beef in the
feedlots. That supply will come to market over the next few weeksand months and have a continual pressure downward on the overall
beef market.
At the same time, our nonfed slaughter in terms of cows, and so
on, also is at a depressed level. The basic cow-calf producers market
their cows and salvage them-those cows are generally boned out and
end up in grinding beef. The cow market also is in a loss position.
I have no way of knowing what the individual operators would do,
but I would venture to say that most cow-calf producers, those who
are involved in the basic production of beef in the United Stateshave a market value somewhere around $100 for a 400-pound calf. I
would guess it would cost about $55 per hundredweight to produce
that calf. From those figures, you can see the industry generally is
in a depressed condition.
We would like to see this legislation enacted because we think the
principle of inverse relationship is proper, and we think the principle
of the act itself is proper in terms of market access and the ability to
provide some degree of protection.
Before I turn over to Mr. Rowe, I would like to make 6ne further
comment.

-

In 1975 according to one set of figures issued by the Census Bureau,
and these have been the official figures up to this point, the trigger
point as called for in the Meat Act of 1964 was exceeded. Those
figures indicate from the Census Bureau that we imported about
1,200,900,000 pounds-product weight-practically all beef.
However, another set of figures provided by Customs, indicate that
that trigger point called for in the law was not exceeded,
In discussions I have had primarily with the people in the Department of Agriulture, Im told that the Customs figures are the most
accurate and you may obtain them the fastest.
Therefore, I would hope the members of the Finance Committee
would encourage Customs figures be used henceforth on imports coming into the Uited States for two reasons:
They apparently are much more accurate.
Second, they would reflect in a much more rapid form the actual
arrivals of beef into the United States.
Senator Cirs. Would you explain the two systems of tabulations.
What is the difference?
Mr. MoM=Azx. Customs' figures come out of the Department of
Treasury,. whereas the Census figures from the Department of Com.
mere.
Senator Gurs. Following the Customs figures would be muoh

quicker 9
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Mr. MOMUILAN This is my understanding in discussions with officials of the Department of Agriculture, yes, sir, and more accurate,

too, Senator.
Senator Cumms. In more instances, it would impose restraints on
the importer, would it not?
Mr. McMuxi;. I am not sure it would, but it would provide tile
accuracy that is so vital any time you do have any kind of a program
in effect where accuracy and speed are required.
Mr. Rowe has a brief statement which I wonder if he may deliver
to the committee at this point.
STATEMENT OF WAYNE ROWE, JR.
Mr. ROWE. First, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the committee for the opportunity to appear and make this brief statement
today.
My name is Wayne Rowe, Jr., and I operate a cow-calf program,
a yearling programs, and I do a little feeding in southwest Oklahoma.
In addition to speaking for myself, I am also representing here today the membership 9f the Oklahoma Cattlemen's Association as
their elected president.
Without aing too much of your time, Mr. Chairman, I want you
to know something of the importance of the cattle industry to the
economy of Oklahoma,
Economically, more than 40 percent of all agricultural income comes
from cattle in Oklahoma. Despite a tremendous downturn in the
cattle market, Oklahoma calves were worth $1.2 billion. Oklahoma
ranks 8rd in beef, 5th in cattle and 11th in cattlefeeding in the United
States.
The beef cattle business is not only big in Oklahoma but it involves
thousands of people. With more than 2.5 million mother cows in
the State and 73,000 individual farms and ranches involved, we have
found that the bulk of the cattle are in operations of less than 50
head each.
The average cattle operation in Oklahoma has approximately 35
mother cows and will annually produce about 29 calves.
Nationally, cattle values fell to a disastrous level in 1975, and
the picture does not seem to be much brighter for 1976.
On January 1, 1974, all the cattle and calves in the United States
were valued at about $40.9 billion, but by January 1, 1975, the total
valuation was set at about $29 billion. Cattle prices were essentially
cut right in half. We all certainly know who suffered the most.
Mr. Chairman, I need not remind you of the critical economic
status our industry is in and has been since the fall of 1978. W cannot price our product on a cost-plus basis as many industries do. We
operate on a supply-and-demand basis, while inflationary pressures,
Government edicts and.labor union demands for higher wages have
caused the price of equipment, fertilizer, and so on, to skyrocket.
Ve believe history will prove our Government, regardes of the
political party in power, has for the last 4 years directed its efforts
toward a cheap food philoophy, disregarding the hardships of the
agricultural producers. If this is not the causo, why does our Government permit 1.220 billlbi pounds of beef into our market whenever
cow and calf is losing money I
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We are told that if we do not buy Australian beef, they will not
have the dollars nor the desire to buy our heavy equipment, airplanes,
and so on, It this be the cAse, Mr. Chairman, the trade is being made
at the ekpeiM 6f the cattle ranchers cross the Natioh.
Cattle ranchers are traditionally people who have generally followed the footsteps of their forefathers. We do have newcomers in our
business and way of life especially when the markets are reasonably
good. They are the ones usually coming to the Government when the
roing gets rough. The Federal Government cannot solve the problems. You cannot produce a general range when it is badly needed
for reverse--a blizzard with balmy conditions. We would pr3fer
to operate our ranches with as little Federal Government involvement
aspossible.
As I said earlier, we have 75 cattle producers in Oklahoma. The
majority of them are independent operators. Periodically we get into
oversupply situations as we are now and in the fall of 1973. During
this time, we have been faced with disasterous weather conditions,
price controls On our products, inflationary spirals, taxes, and products that we have to buy and not just a loss of a few predatory
cayotes.
Retail prices are now down to 40 cents a pound from their highs
in 1975.
We recognize that the Federal Government cannot solve all of our
problems, and there is no simple overnight solution in reversing the
serious economic oversupply situation we have gotten ourselves into.
fost of us will survive as we have done in the past.
Mr. Chairman, we recognize that the United States must participate in world channels of trade. We support that philosophy. However, we believe the United States beef cattle industry should not be
expected to suffer the disasterous losses we have been experiencing. Ve
believe the time is long past due when the meat import bill of 1964
should be amended and some relief given to the beef cattle industry
of Americ&.
S. 596 is designed to readjust the meat import quota, and we would
like to respectfully request and encourage your support of this measure.
Again, we appreciate your time and your attention to a very Serious economic situation in Oklahoma.
Thank you.
Senator FA.IN. Thank you, Mr. Itowe, for a splendid statement
and for bringing out the seriousness of the situation today and your
encouragement of the legislation now before us. We appreciate the
testimony front both of you.
Mr. MeMillan and Mr. Rowe, we have a statement from the Department of Agriculture with respect to the monitoring of the impoits of meat, the data and the problems encountered. At this time,
we would like to have the statement inserted in the record at this
point, and we would appreciate your comments.
[The Department of Agriculture statement follows:]
MONITORING IMPORTS OF M1EAT-DATA PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN 19 5
Imports of fresh, chilled or frozen beef, veal, mutton and goat meat fre sliJect to quotas as provided In Public Law 88-482. According to the formula
specified in the Law imports of these meats are allowed to grow In proportion
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to the growth In-domiestic prodtdclion' of these meats from a base period. The
import ev 'so obtained is.,oallog the adjusted base quantity or quota level.
The Secretary of Agrioulture is retired to make public-this quantity "nually.
'The Law also requires the SecretaryI of Agqculture to make quarterly .estimates of the annual qulantity of meat that is expected to be Imported subject to
Law. If the Secretary's estimate exceeds 110 peirceit of the adJubted bhse
quantity, the President is required to impose quotas limiting imports to the
.
. . !
• . I I,
adjusted base quantity.. , I
trigger
The
million
lounds.,
1,074.5
wAs
basq
quantity
For 1975. the djusted,
level or 1.0 percent of the adjusted base quantity was 1,181.7 million pounds.
Each of the qretary of Agridulture's quarterly estimates f Imports, for 1978
was less than 110 percent Of the adjusted base quantity. "These estimates were
based upon the successful completion of, a voluntary restraint program with
supplying countries. negotiated by the Department of State at+the request of
the Administration. These agreements were completed by September 1.
The Department has received many letters, asking why import quotas were
not imposed in 1975 when the Bureau of the Census showed that imports of
meats subject tothe Law totaled 1,208.9 million pounds--27.2 million pounds
above the trigger level for quota imposition. To answer this question we would
first point out that these Census data are preliminary. Secondly, the Law states
that it is the Secretary of Agriculture's estimate of meat imports that governs
the Presidential action of imposing quotas and at no time during 1975 did the
Secretary's estimate exceed 1,181.7 million pounds.
You will note that the Census data for 1975 imports became available on
Januuary 22. nearly 8 weeks after the close of the calendar year. Obviously it is
impossible to make decisions solely on the basis of this monthly data when it
appears that certain countries may be close to exceeding their voluntary restraint levels. For this reason the Bureau of Customs was asked to begin
monitoring meat Imports on August 1. The Department received weekly reports
from them with a two week lag until the end of the year. Besides being more
timely than Census data the Customs monitorings have the added advantage of
being the only source available to ensure compliance with mandatory quotas.
Such quotas were invoked against Australia and .Costa Rica in 1975.
On the basis of Customs monitoring, imports In the last 5 months of 1975
were 456.9 million pound-5 million pounds less thaws the quantity reported as
imported by the Bureau of Census during the same period. We have asked
Customs to investigate this difference. A preliminary report is expected shortly
and a full one In about 4 weeks.
We recognize the need to constantly improve our monitoring and estimating
procedures. This year, the Bureau of the Customs began furnishing us with
weekly import data beginning January 1. We have recommended that this data
be used throughout the year asthe sole source, for monitoring meat imports.
This data source has the advantage of being more timely thaln Census reports,
and. if formal quotas aro imposed on any country, the Customs monitoriugs are
used to ensure compliance.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have had a brief

chance to review it.
Under the Meat Import Act, the Secretary of Agricultur has to
make estimates quarterly of what the imports will be for the year.
That is the whole triggering mechanism, so to speak, for the implementation of quotas or to see whether or not the countries which are
participants are complying with voluntary restraint agreements
which have been in effect for the last several years. That is why it is
so crucial to have accurate figures.
I note here that they make the statement, with which I agree, that
the census data are preliminary. In 1974, the Customs data for the
1975 imports were nearly 8 weeks coming following the close of the
calendar year.
On a weekly monitoring basis, the Customs data becomes vital,
particularly in keeping track of whether the countries will stay or
have the prospect of staying within their remtraint levels.
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Inhamuch as I think their onoludng statent i precise and accurate, SenatOr Curtis, I think, sum it up very well: "This data
repots,
sourcha the advantage ,of beingmore timely than CsS
and if formall quotas are imposed; .the Customs monitoring 'is
to insure eompliane.
,
Senator FAXNIN. After you gentlemen have, had a chance. t stUdy
thia statement furthbr, if yoiwant to make additional .coients,
they would be very much appreciated. Before we go further,.X don't
know if an of the Senatorshave; questions on this particular
st.
Mr. M.clla, you talked about maTket acces M Japan; .h. Japan
been, offagain.onaagain as far as their access to the market is -concernedI
Mr. McMrru.6&N That is correct. During 1973, I think the figure is
correct, or approximately correct, Japan imported something like
125,000 tons of beef, mostly from Australia. Then the energy crisis
came along, the balanc-of-payments situation arose, inflation was
running rampant, and the cattle producers in Japan started to complain about a declining price for their product. So, Japan just
slammed the door on imports coming in from any country. The
United States has participated, I might say, on a minor level on exports going to Japan in the form of high quality-fed beef. Australia
suffered a large loss when Japan did this.
Japan is back in the market buying a limited quantity, but nobody knows whether one day they might totally slam the door again.
Senator FAxr=. Unfortunately,.we are not sla
the door on
them, and we have not. We are giving them special privileges. In
fact, we are practically subsidizing them. I have worked for years
to try to do something about that and GATT has not been too helpful. Ihave been critical of SDR and everybody else for having a quid
pro. quo. That has not been forthcoming. They operate on an onagain-off-again basis with us, but they wanted always the privilege
of shipping into our country, with the tariff practically extinct the
flooding of markets, and we do not seem to be able to do anything
about it.-I am'still very concerned Pbout it. ,

Do you feel with the European Economic Community that we are

making aiy headway 1.
Mr. M u.Tw. We have not observed any to date. We are anxious
for the U.S.&negotiators to be sure to stick together with agricultural
items and industrial items being negotiated togther. The Europeani
Community is attempting in every way possible to split them apart.
We are not going to get anywhere if there is a splitoff. I think we
have to "hang tough" if we are going to make any inroads into the
European Communit.
Senator Cvm . When Japan and the European Economic Community curb or shut off completely their importsoes Australia-and
New Zealand to some extent find themselves with these huge quantities and a feeling of desperation for somewhere to dump it, and
the only dumpig ground is the United Statest Is that not what is
nappeanng
I
hr.,Mc~z;.
Tht is correct, United States and Canada.
Senator Cutrr s. I visited Australia and met with their meat board.
In one city the headlines was "The Enemy of Amtralia Beef Arrives."
Their interests and everybody else' interest is in opening up those
other markets rather than Australia and the United States selling to
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each other. There is just nothing to gain by buying something you
don't need. If any European country or any other country imported
things they did not need. to import at all, we just would not respect
their business judgment. We would question their political leadership.
That is why the State Department and our representatives at thie
United Nations are so wrong when they feel that we can take an
uneconomical and inefficient position with regard to imports and gain
world
I Youfriends.
cannot gain the agreement of too many people, but you should
9trive to have the respect of all of them. They should respect you as
being intelligent and good businessmen and looking out for your national interests but, ofcourse, fair. They lose respect for us when we
are saps, and I am afraid that is what we have been doing.
Senator FANNim. Thank you, Senator Curtis.

Senator DoLr. Do I understand both witnesses support S. 595 without reservation?
Mr. McMiutL. Yes, we support it, Senator Dole, but we think the
inverse relationship principle should be applied to all beef rather
than trying to differentiate between fed and nonfed beef. We want
to look at total beef supplies and apply the inverse relationship.
Senator Dotr. Is that the same position you have, Mr. Rowe v
Mr. RowE. Yes, sir.
Senator HANSEtN. Let me join you and the other members of the
committee in Welcomifig our distingquished witnesses here this morning. I suspect I may be a little unique among my colleagues on the
Finance Committee'in that I am in this business.
I am reminded of a story a long time ago that Bill McMillah told
me about a tomcat watching a tennis game. The ball was being
slapped back and forth, and this old tomcat sat there watching the
game. The ball would go from one end of the court to the other, and
his eyes movedback and forth. Finally someone came up to the tom.
cat and said, "You must really like tennis." He said, "No, not necessarily, but my old man iS in this racket.."
Mr. Chairman, I am in the cow business, and sometimes you have
to take extra work like I aim presently engaged in, albeit moonlighting, to keep the ranch going. These have been real tough days, I
knwi because when you tty to balance out what you received in income from the cow business and paid in expenses, after paying more
for labor, fuel, taxes, afid, everythingelse that goes with it, you Just
have to understand that, contrary to what the typical American believes, the cowman has not had it all that good.
Lut year we sold yeatling steers and got 36 cents a pound for
them. We sold very similar steers in 1951 and tgo
85 cents per pound
for them. I can tell you there ig no comparison between the cost of
raising those steers in 1951 for which we received 35 cents a pound
and our costs in producing those last year for which we received 36
cents a pound.
Mr. Chairman, American livestock producers and feeders have had
it pretty rough these past couple of years, and I am Pleased the
slubcommittee is holding this hearing on a bill that would help put
the industry back on its feet.
Livestock producers have been losing money for the past 24
months. Many have gone out of business. Others will soon follow if
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conditions don't improve. To illustrate the point, figures gathered by
the Department of Agriculture show that in 1973, livestock producers
were getting $43 per hundredweight for beef cattle. Last year, they
got only $82.90. Them was a slight recovery in January of this year
to $33.50 per hundredweight, but this is scant reason for rejoicing,
especially since agricultural production costs have increased 46 Percent since 1972-from $52.8 billion then, to $77.2 billion for the third
quarter of last year. The livestock producer's share of the dollar con.
sumers spend for his product has declined from 66 cents in 1973, to
64 cents last year.
If the majority of citizens in this country had suffered a similar
reduction in income at the same time their expenses increased, there
would be an uprising of sufficient intensity to cause immediate congressional action on appropriate remedial legislation.
Last year, cattle numbers were up by some 7 million head, and
the supply-demand situation was grossly out-of balance. When low
beef prices combine with high grain prices, more and more cattle go
directly from the range to slaughter, and a much small percentage of
total production is fed grain. That's because feedlot operators cannot
afford the grain to operate. Grass-fed slaughter as a percentage of
total slaughter increases, and it is during such period that imported
meat, which is grass fed, endangers our domestic livestock industry.
It competes directly with domestic grass-fed beef, and acts to further
depress already lowered prices.
The present meat import quota law permits increases in imported
grass-fed meat in proportion to increases in domestic beef production.
Instead, the law should work the other way around-when grass-fed
slaughter increases as a percentage of total slaughter, imports of
grass-fed meat should be reduced instead of increased, so that domestic livestock producers would be protected from unfair competition.
It doesn't make sense for the United States to encourage foreign
beef imports at a time when domestic cattlemen are producing an
oversupply and are going broke.
tfr. Chairman, a year ago I was in Torrington, Wyo. Bill 31eMillan came there, too, as I recall,-th address the Wyoming Stock
Growers Association, and an economist had appeared on the program
the day before. I did not get to hear him, but there was still lots of
talk going on about what he was saying and essentially, this is what
he said: He had checked the prices of feeder calfs at the local Torrington livestock auction market. He checked the price of fat cattle
the same day. He had checked the prices of grain and hay and other
things lhat go into the production of beef, and he came to this conclusion:
It someone were to give a feeder a 350-pound feeder calf. and that feeder had
to go on the market that then existed and buy the hay and the grain In order to
fatten that animal until he wi.ld weigh 1,100 pounds in grade chloice, he
would lose money on the deal.

It is certainly a fact that lots of feeders have gone broke and my
heart goes out to them for two reasons. One: I hate to we anybody
suffer; and, second: I hate to see someone suffer when I know*I an
going to suffer next and that is exactly what has happened to us.
Since the enactment in 1964 of the current meat import quota law,
foreign imports have taken over an increasing share of our domestic
beef market. In 1966, imported beef accounted for about 5.8 percent
60-359--76------4
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MhtNVIOU.- By ,19.74 imjorts reproet4aI~g~
of Arenca
While the figure decline4 to .8 prceb for
''* #t f 6w markit.k
astyear,'it still isg substantial portion.,i, , O ,
.Ix 1966,tthe dollsiavalue of imported meat was $35 mfilion. Last
year, it wat, $661 million. In 1966, total ittiports offbeef and red meat.
were 1.2 billion pounds. Last year, we. imported 1.8 billion: pounds
of foreign beef. 'request that a.Qhart showing these iand other figues
provided by the Department of-Agriculture ad the LibraryTof Cowgress be included in the record at the end of my statement.
[The chart referred to follows:]
U.S. ptoducon
Netimports
(imports
Total
'Total
beef and
veal
Impots,
exports lss e
(billions ol (billions of (millions of billions of
pounds)
pounds)
pounds)
pounds)

Year

196..................
1957..................
1968...
.
.
1969 ..................
1970. ..
.......
1971..................
1972. ...............
1973 ..................
1974 ..................
1975 ..................

20.6
21.1
21.6
21.8
22.2
22.4
22.8
21.6
23.2
24.5

1.2
1.3
1.5
1.6
1.8
1.7
1.9
2.0
1.6
1.8

39.1
42.2
38.2
36.7
39.8
52.8
62.1
90.0
63.2
53.4

1.1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.9
1.9
1.5
1.7

Imports as Txports as
percenta'e percentage
of U.S.
of U.S,
proproductio;
ducton
5.8
6.3
7.0
7.5
8.2
7.8
8.7
9.3
7.0
7.3

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.3
.4
.3
.2

Net Imports
as *pr
centage of
U.S. pro-*
duction
5.6
6.1
6.8
7.3
8
7.6
8.4
8.9
6.8
7.1

STATISTICAL EVIDENCE OF NEED FOR IMPORTS

Estimated U.S. processing meat supply (boneless basis)
U.S. production of processed sausage under Federal inspection-excludes fresh pork
sausage
U.S. import quota calculations
Facts on meat imports

Dollar value
1966
1967
1968. .
1969
1970-

of imports of beef and veal:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$353,900,000
403, 900 000
485,600,000
608,800000
679, 900 000

1971-734,700,000
1972 ---------------------------------------------- 861,7001000
1973- ---------- 1, 171, 800 000
1974-----896,700,000
197---------------------661,-444,000

Senator HANsEN. The present law has three major faults. -First,it
amplifies short-run market imbalances by encouraging higher imports
when domestic production is more than adequate to meet demand.
Second, it places domestic producers of grass-fed beef at a competitive disadvantage. Third, it promotes long-term market erosion.
S. 595 amends the current law so it would not worsen short-rmn
market imbalances. Foreign imports would no longer increase at the
very time there was overproduction at home.
By enacting the 1964 quota law, Congress recognized that excessive
amounts of beef imports were harmfuT to the domestic livestock industry. Now, that law needs revision so that it will accomplish what
it was meant to do.
Senator FANNzI. Thank you, Senator Hansen. We have been very
fortunate to have you on this committee and to have you testify here.

2V.
He
phkps the inkt -knowledgeabld in-the Congress; on this subjst.is'1d
t kno tiy A ihb' huhai4 their baokgtol, and, eFpoience that Sqnator Hansen has serving in the Conaa
adormer presidet ot!V~W
iitg, OlattleMemaii's Association and aso, another aissoci•
".
ation, I know a member of the board Senator HAMNsN. I was vice presidentotimbAlocan Cattle~nens

Association.
as v president,
- Ame
, -. Catnn
Senator FAXNtN. He does have a splendid record. Not only was he
serving in that capacity beAuse hb Was in the business, but because
of his vast knowledge of the industry and he certainly. has a splendid
record of public service, including services with the institutions and
academic institutions of Wyomihg, onlthe Board of 'Regents and in
many other capacities-but his service in regard to the particular industry which is being discussed this morning is of great value to the
members of this committee andto the Members of Congress.
We are very pleased to have the testimony of the distinguished
Senator from Wyoming.
I want to comment we appreciate your being with us here, as I
stated earlier. If you have further comments on the statement that
was given to you that came from the Department of Agriculture, we
would appreciate receiving it in writing.
Are there any further questions of the gentlemenI
If you gentlemen woild be specific in your recommendation of the
amendment, you stated perhaps you thought it would be appropriate
on the bill, S. 595, we would appreciate it.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Because of the suddenness with which the hearings
were called, we did not have time to get down to specifics, but we will
have some specific recommendations to submit later.
Senator FANNIN. I apologize for not giving you more time.
Thank you both for beihy with us, Mr. McMillan and Mr. Rowe.
Senator Cv 'n. I wonder if we could call Mr. Larry Bowley.
Would you give your full -xiame' to the'reporter s~that he can get it
down correctly.
STATEMEN -OF LARRY 3BOWLEYo CATTLEMAN, NORTH PLATTE,
..

.

.NEBR.

Mr. Bowixy. My name is Larry Bowley, and I 'am from North
Platte.
Senator Cums. What is your business?
Mr. BowIXY. I am a cattle feeder. We run a herd over a-thousand.
Senator CuRTis. How long have you been in the cattle business?
Mr. Bowmr. All my life.

Senator CURTS. Approximately how many years?

Mr. Bowry. Approximately 85 years.
Senator CuRTis. What sort of operation do you have?
Mr. Bowrzy. We have irrigated grass and irrigated corn and we
convert all our energies to cattle. We have no other source of income.
We have no moonlighting opportunities--I am kind of thinking about
it.

Senator C um. It mightbe a good idea.
Mr. Bowrzy. All our energies are converted to one thing, and that
is cattle. It has been that way all the time. We grow corn, but we cut
it into silage and we feed it to cattle.
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Senator Ourms. Do you produce your own cattle?
Mr. Bowm. We bought approxuately O head la fal and we
raised about 800 of our own.
Senator Cums . So you have a combined ranching and attlefed.
ingoperation?
r. BowLur. That's right.
Senator Cumms. Which way is it from North Platt I
Mr. BOWLzY. Straight west about 10 miles, right on the interstate.
M
Senator Currm. You marketed fed cattle
Mr. BowLzy. Yes, sir.
Senator Ctrm. And the cattle you raise you put in your own feed.
lot and you still buy about 500 head?
Mr. BowLxy. Yes, sir.
Senator Cunrs. You have given considerable attention to this matter of meat imports over a period of time, have you not?
Mr. BowLry. That is correct.
Senator Cu s. Proceed in your own way, Mr. Bowley, and give
us a report on the situation as you see it together with any recmmendations or thoughts you care to express.
Mr. BowLEr. First, I want to thank the committee for allowing me
to come here. I can understand these other people being here as witnesses. And in spite of all the bad-mouthing Washington gets, it
can't be too bad with a little guy, like myself, can pick up the telephone and in a matter of 2 or 3 hours be on the witness list. It was not
all that easy, but nevertheless it happened and I am here, now.
One of the things that has been going on since importing started is
that it's always stated as pounds. If someone wanted to know how
many witnesses were here and if you said "about 8,000 pounds", that
is a good comparison (laughter] I am serious.
There was an article in the "Successful Farmer" pertaining to
cattle imports quoting them in pounds. So I called this gentleman
and told him I had his article in hand and asked him how many cattle
these pounds translated into?
He said, "the minute you asked me that I knew I never did my
homework." I can tell you almost anth'gelse about imports.
Gentlemen, I am sure there is pro ably no one here who realizes
that we are getting 50,000 head of cattle a week, This is a simple
matter of changing this 1.18 billion pounds, and those are old fimires.
Now according to my paper at home the new figure is 1,223 billion
pounds. One of the gentlemen used a figure of $1.209 billion pounds.
It says in the "World Herald," although the cattle people oppose
this. ou r new setup is going to'be 1.223 billion pounds.
Senator Curris, How many head does tha-t translate into?
Mr. BOWLEY. 50,000 head of cattle per week, 900 double-deck trailer
loads.

I live right on the interstate and there are not that many trailers

that go by in a week. But when you look out there, you think a pretty

good percentage of them are cattle trailers.
Until we change the pounds into cattle, no one relates to it, so it
goes on by. We don't get serious about it.
I was hoping this hearing may have started over a phone call T
made to Evan' Slack, of the Intermountain networks, that originates
in Denver, Colo. He quoted the news release of imports in pounds, I
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got right on the phone and called him. I visited with him on the
phone and I asked him why don't you use the cattle number instead
of pounds? He said, "I just quote news releases other people give
me.' I said, "What would you think or say if I told you there was
47,000 head of cattle a week I"
He said, "Well, you figured it wrong." When I figured it, I told
myself that too. I took the figure into North Platte and had a friend
run it through a computer and the computers answer was the same.
Evan Slack had the statement on his intermountain network program and afterward he said, "I have to do some more figuring." He
couldn't believe the cattle imports could be that high.
I took these figures to our State Ig slature, the chairman of the
agriculture committee. I asked him if he had any idea about how
many cattle were coming in, and he said, "A bunch." I said, "Do you
hivo any idea, the wildest guess for a week"
I said, "Tell the what would you say if I figured it out to be
47,000?" He said, "You had better do some more fguring."
This is what I urn getting at. The people don't kw how many
cattle we are getting in. I honestly believe when this bill Was figured
out originally, the people who were doing the figuring got outsnookered because tht fnct of the matter is as we have an overpro.
duotion oi domestic cattle, they ship more cattle in. If there was a
traffic jam out here on, Penrsylvania Avenue this morning, would
you tell the policemen on both ends to send in as many more cars as
they could find? This is v comparison to our meat import bill.
When we already have an overproduction of domestic meat, they
can send us just as many more I agree with the gentleman who said
they should accelerate and decelerate with our numbers and price.
Price and numbers are related, but sometimes there is a,long waiting
period before they catch up.
Our cattle industry never stands still. It is either going up or going
down. The prime thing is to sell when it is up at the top and buy
at the bottom, but you cannot always do that.
We have gone through hell this year. We had a terrible blizzard
this last spring, in April, and another in the fall season.
We had cattle on cornstalks at Paxton, about 40 miles away. And
then we had a 3-day blizzard and couldn't get there and a number of
cattle died.
When you figure the loss out in a monetary way, it is peante compared to what this import bill does to us. This bill is just devastating.
When they keep using pounds instead of cattle in the paper, it just
looks like nothing.
Senator Cumrs. You are not referring to what you proposed here I
Mr. BowrLz. No, sir, the present program.
Senator ConTis. I want to inject at this point it does not help to
recall what happened years ago, but as a matter of fact the cattlemen
produced a program for restriction of imports back in 194. As I recall. it survived this committee by one vote.
It was a good bill and it would have been very effetive but we got
to conference *i.th the House of Representative& At that point many
nonfaiultual minds o into the act, particularly the State Dpartmient, and we ended up with a bill that obviously has some very
ba loopholksin Ut and hs not done the tob of protecting the cattle
industry in the United States as much as it should.
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Senator Cirwm. I would like itk
W
y, u a question.! YQu are p ducing-and are cutting on the market ietit 8O ) head of catt e a
year, are you nott

n
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Mr. BowLF.. Yes, sir.
Senator Onzs. According to my figures--on your basis of imports
amounting to 50,000 heAd of cattle:pek" week--1 week's imports would
be putting about two and a If operators of .your size out of business every week. One week's imports is 62 times your yearly proL
duction.
Now do you think that is about right?
Mr. BOWLEy. Yes, sir. In Using the figures I got from my representative, Virgiia, Smith, put out' by the US. Government it said in
September of 1975 one country out of many, I think 17 sent us 67.6
million pounds-'pounds-.--so 'I convert this to cattle. On the Oyerall
figures before I used the 5O percent Conversion rate because I thought
this was hanging meat. And then when I called ."Successful Farmer"
the editor said, -'This is frozen and chilled boned meat", so our conversion rate is around 40 percent. Using the 40 percent conversion
rate, that is 169,000 head of cattle. (67.6 million pounds)
I send a lot of my cattle to Iowa Beef. They by union rule, can
only kill 2,500 head of cattle -a day., You convert the 169,000 head,
andit amounts to 8 months and 8 days' kill for Iowa Beef, the, largest
packing plant in the State of Nsbram and one of the largest in the
United States. On this sawe USDA paper that I referred to earlier,
it said that Australia was going to be able to send in, by guess, 50
million pounds the next mouith and then they would only have 31 to
32 million pounds left for the rest of i975.
They sent us 67.6 million pounds in December alone. A lot of this
meat, I understand, was trasipped down through Canada,
Senator Cmns. To get this record straight so people who are not
as familiar as you are in reading it, you used a 40 percent conversion
rate. That means a 2,000 head group, whieh is pretty heavy, is only
translated into 800 pounds over what is cut up in fresh frozen meat;
is that correct
Mr. Bowur. Yes, sir.
Senator Obww. The actual numbers of live cattle are quite startling, but that is how we can translate the impact upon American agriculture because in 1 week's time we are importing what 62 producers
of your size could do in a year.
Mr. BowLy. When you total these imports up for 1 year, it is
more cattle. If you dressed out all the cattle out of St. Paul, Sioux
City and Omaha for 1 year-Nos. 1, 2, and 8 cities in cattle sales-the
imports would be equivalent to about the same amount.
Senator Curms. _at have these excessive imports done to the
price I I think we all have a general idea of it, but we would like to
hear your statement of that as someone who is right in the business
and solidly confronted with it.
Mr. fowzr. In fact, I am ettinu ready to liquidate the cattle
business.
La
we hd l our cows bled and preged so
we could sell them and they could, go anywhere in the unt} . We
sold fat heifers just ahead of the foulup in the meat rin
bi0l
I sold them about the day it took place. My cattle were already
sold tht day and they were prices that day., At that time we got
--
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.70 for on e oth bejt heffere.They dressed. oatt 63.29,pouqnds
j 1O poUds(.'rhat is allT -got and they. weighe. an ayrag'- Of
pounds.
'1,273
SehaO
t Oturs. You. got,$4,78 a hundred?.
Mr. BbWviv. Yes, som. of them.were sold at grade and yield, but
-I never 061d !&rade and yield. before, so,, I went back and figured it
over. In fact? I had them figure it for me.
I waiito mnake a statement here. They always relate that import
meats hav: n .relationship to our cattle business, Because it is just
and luncheon meats.
weiners,
hamburger,
Do 'you kn6w
that in 1975 we killed 14 million cows? That was
double a normal years kill. We normally kill 7 million or 8 million.
And this is the same type of meat-as the imports. We imported the
equivalent of 80 percent;of the same type meat that we produce here.
All the time that we had too much wheat and too much corn we
were told vw only had 4 percent too much.
what
understand
percent? I can't
g :with, theOf30Agriculture
What areinwethddoiDe~rtment
They .could
are doing.
mypeople
send me hobf and mouth disease and it would notbe any worse,, They
are not looking after me.
'S6nator Cumrr. Iagree, and coming back to this price business,
cement was made they were going to change the
when the annoi
grading standards, there were protests in many directions. and confusion, but at any rate, the market dropped drastically.
Mr. Bowxay. We lost $50,000 in less than 10 days. Unless the price
goes up, -we Will sustain that loss.
Senator Cums. In other words, the announcing of the new grading standards cost you $50,000. Has the market recovered? Was
that about 10 or 12 days agoI
Mr. Bo mzy. Two weeks ago.
Senator Cums, Has the market recovered?
Mr. Bowxyr. It ha, maybe a dollar.
Senator Curns. It dropped how much ?
Mr. BowLEY. About $4 in a couple days, but its a $7 drop over all.
You see, I am interested in the price when I am selling. I have not
lost $50,000 until I have sold the cattle. But I have made up my mind,
that if the farm organizations can't get together like the unions and
really represent us it is time to quit. We don't have any George Meany
representing us to say, "This is the way it is going to beY
My son is on the farm now, but I don't want him there any more.
I wanted him there because I thought it was a good life, but, by God,
a good life is made up Of two things, and one of them is you have to
lave some money.
Looking down the road to the future, it doesn't look very good.
Senator Cutiis. Based upon your observations as well as your own
experience, what do you think the cattle feeders -have beeii losing per
head I
. Mr, Bowixy. Cattle feeders are no different from any other people
in society. Some ard better than others.
Senator Cumn. I realize thber will be ui keatvariance, but i you
to generaliia, dwhat.wouldl you sa,?
were
B w~r; I,:aid i44cenrs for:my oatt The guy who bought
: ]I going
this gentleman's cattle for 36 cents is not as!ad offas ][am.
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Senator Cumws. How much do you ftl you. lost I
Mr. BowiiY. I feel we will lose in the neighborhood of $55 to $60
a head. I
Senator CURr's. The problem of beef grading is one problem separte and apart from the imports. Do you feel that one of the major
causes of the lack of stability and the lack of a decent price for cattle
has been'the imports?
Mr. Bowxty. It has been a very big contributing factor, yes, and
I am not saying that I disagree with the meat grading law. it is the
way it was implemented.
Now we have two grades of cattle coming on the market at the
sarn e time. You have a group of cattle that needs feeding and then
all of a sudden they don't need any feeding. You are going to have
to put 3 more weeks of feed in the cattle, but then tomorrow they
become choice.
Senator Ctmris. I was confining my questions to imports. Over the
long pull, you regard that as the major problem I
Mr. BowLzr. I really do, because when you relate this with the per.
centage of the cattle we are getting compared with what we are ratsing, we are getting way too many cattle.
Now, this is brought in to our docks for around 20 cents or a little
bit less. Couldn't they send that meat to countries that have that kind
of economy ? Why send it to our economy when our same grade of
meat is 60 cents I
The trouble is they take the 20 cents and mix it with the 60 cent
meat and sell it with the 60 cent meat. If they mixed it with the 60
cents and sold it for 40 cents, it would be a bargain and help clear
out our oversupply.

As long as it stays at 60 cents, it is a direct d rag on our cow market.
I sold a cow a while back that had a little pink eye. I sold her for
$120. It cost-me just a little less to feed her for a year. The cattle
feeder and farmer enjoy a good life but too often he has to compensate the dollars to enjoy that good life. Otherwise there would
probably be too mnny farmers.
Senator CURTIS. I want to ask you something else to bring out
another aspect of the business which should be understood by those
who make decisions with reference to our economy.
If I have a pair of shoes to sell, I can leave them on the shelf until
somebody is willing to pay the price that is marked. That is true of
most articles, most manufactured articles. What is the situation in
regard to that in reference to when you sell cattle?
Mr. BowLEY. Cattle are lust about like a pie in the oven. When it

is ready, you have to take it out. And it does not do any good for a
steer to stay in the lot.
Senator Cvrm. Two things happen-your feed bill goes up and
the quality goes down, is that right?
Mr. Bowiz. Yes, sir. It becomes no good if it gets too fat. Right
now our cattle are a month to 6 weeks away. So we reverse feedin
them. Instead of accelerating the corn, we decelerate the corn ang
increase the silage. We have a little longer staying period. It is a
little bit like turnin the oven down on the tie.
Senator Cunms. We fact remains by an large you have to sell
when the cattle are ready
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Senate r DOrL. You mentioned M. Meany. He is verb effective;
n
matoi
.Ther iWa
I da nrni'g--,nd: they are probe.
ably Oinon to blame the farnf~ft for this. DuHng the eunbago Mri,
Mean k-pt"0ying for the consumer and he said that he was really
work
or the l6ngshoremen's union in trying to grt higher shipe got*his agreement and had the embargo on wheat sales to
Russia by increaing the cost to $25 a ton. This morning Treasury
announced it will cost the taxpayers $80 million for that little gimmick and that will be blamed on the American farmer. It is another
case where organized labor impresses their demands upon any administration because they have the power and the influence and the
farmer i§ blamed for it.
Mr. Bowxzy. That little deal cost the farmer 25 cents foi every
bushel of gin he sells, but that is another deal with oilt economy.
The 'farmer is the only one--the only one-who pays for the freight
going on his product and the freight going back.
. In North Platte it is what the product is worth, where 'it is going,
minus th6 freight. It is the same way coming out. It is the cost of
the product plus the freight to get to me.
IfI buy a car, Ford Motor Co. does not pay the freight. I have to
pay it.
Senator Dorz. $80 million is a lot of money charged to the farmer.
The public reaction will be against the farmer.
Senator HAN ?SN.
Let me say how very useful and persuasive I
think your testimony has been, Mr. Bowley. I appreciate your cominihr.
here
toay. Thank you very much.
Bowdy.
Senator CUwxis. I am just delighted that you have been here. Your
testimony does not differ in the objective of what others have said,
but you have certainly given us a clear picture of how it operates and
how it affects our economy and particularly the aricultul economy.
We are very grateful. for your being here. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. Spagna, Concerned Cattlemen of Oklahoma. Please give your name to the reporter and proceed with your
statement.
STATEMENT OP PRA3E SAGNAP O&MI

AN, CONCERNED CATTLE.

Mr. SPA NA. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Francis SpagnO, Vd am
m a rancher from Stuart, Oklahoma.
T'am aliso ehairran of the Concerned Cattlemen of Oklahoma, a
State orgaizatioh' of workingk rnchers and farmers.
I am very p&sto .tW
n support of this bill, S. 595. It is onb
that cAttlemen hakeeditedd a long tme for, and it is the only one at
present that offers any hope of i'eving the disastrous situation Inr
American cAttlemen.
66-359--76-----o
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In the Congressional Record
rancher and farmer are brought out, and regardless
of
the administration may say, the situation is not better. With
whatAmerican
of the
the increased inflation the situation is worse particularly with the cowcalf rancher.
We have all heard of the distrust of government by the American
people and in view of the import policies of this administration, I am
one of those who share that distrust and with good reason. After
and
half a lifetime of hard work to achieve some measure of security
approxiof
loss
of
country,
in the process to be of some use to the
mately $50,000 in 2 years which resulted in the sale of my cow herd
that took 10 years of selective breeding to develop-I can buy calves
cheaper than they can be bred.
Senator Bartlett in his letter to the President on February 26, 1976,
regarding the violation of the meat import laws in clear terms and
Senator Abourezk in his letter of February 16 regarding the violation
of the law of this administration "so the issue apes beyond the number of pounds. The violation of the law is now In issue."
Senator Bartlett's bill can prevent that in the future.
During the last year and a half before many farm groups, we
have discussed the Flanigan plan and it was, therefore, with great
interest I read the Congressional Record of April 27, 1975, when a
Congressman said, "The most profitable decimon for a Wisconsin
dairy farmer would be to get out altogether and choose an alternative
which is exactly a decision forced on him and his chief lieutenant,
Secretary of Agriculture Butz.
"They have actively sought to drive the small farmer out of business as a matter of national policy."
Further, in the Congressional Record of February 4, 1976, Senator
Humphrey said, "There are propss in this Government, in the
Flanigan report, to get rid of the dairy industry of America and
import our dairypoucta"
The Senator from Minnesota exposed that report and that report
is prepared by this Government. It is still their mpel and still quoting they are Aoing to get rid of the dairy industry, but they are going
to get rid of It over my dead body.
I would submit this is the aim behind this administration's policy
with regard to meat imports and the cattle industry.
In the CongressionallRecord of January 80,1917, t rates that half
the world supply of meat is being imported into the United States.
It appears to me that It is the rest of the world that has the surplus,
not the United States These countries should be forced to cuu their
own cow herds at their own expense The United States should not
be their dumping ground at the expense of American cattlemen.

8Pi
Despite, thesurplus of neat, th prio of. meat has Ot dropped
le ae or
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i a ripoff of the consumer and the farmef, and we

both know it,
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Another comment I would like to offer is on the introduction of
legilation
to helpour
theyoung
survival
of get
small
farnsin and
legislation
ned thlp
people
started
a the
culture
While
I certainly
su ort such
efors
I certainly
can't help
but wonder
if
the right hand of Government knows what the left hand is doing.
The USDA and the administration are busily implementing the socalled Flanigan plan and various agribusiness schemes that are drivig farmers into bankruptcy and yet Senators and Congressmen are
introducing legislation to save the farmer.
At least no one can accuse this Government of being guilty of
uThe TA0O- conclusions on what the USDA should do to save the
farmer is another example. It completely ignores te basii.k problemfarm income. Their recommendations for more research, estimates of
cost and benefits and using more technology and more efficient management sounds just like more make-work projects for the bureaucrats.
The American farm has already proved beyond doubt he is most
knowledgeable and productive. The farmer modifies his holne machinery in his home workshop when commercial machinery is not
available and too expensive to do the job. He uses medical knowledge
in treatment of livestock. He uses business knowledge in dealing with
banks and trading corporations and Government agencies.
While I do not discount the need for GAO recommendations in
the future, at the present this is not the first priority. The first priority is cash flow and profit. If we have the income, we know how to
improve pastures, how to fertilize them, how to prevent soil erosion
and how to protect the environment, but again all of these things
cannot be done without income and profit. That is the first priority,
In my area of southeastern Oklahoma my neighbors and I have
not buit any fences or bought new trucks or cars or machinery. Aside
from the effect this has had on industry and local business, we hnve
had to devote all of our energies to merely surviving.
American cattlemen are independent. Even if we go broke. we
wouldn't go to the Government and ask them to bail us out, but we
hope the Government won't add insult to injury by continuing imports, and I urge that this bill be passed as soon as possible.
Senator DOL. Senator Hansen and Senator Fannin will be back.
I understand you support without reservation S. 5951
Mr. SPAGNA. Yes, sir and I would also like to point up Mr. MeMillan's testimony should be in the concept of total beef production.
Senator DOLE. t am from Kansas and I don't understand the concern. Is that a statewide organizationI
Mr. SPAoNA. Yes.
Senator DOL. About how many workers I

Mr. SPAGNA. About 2,50 working ranchers and farmers, partioularly cattlemen. In our area of Oklahoma, which is Carl Albert's
congressional district, we are mostly all cow-calf producers. We don't
have other crops to rely on. We have to rely strictly on cattle.
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that
rifpe1taInrts
X n'tbne*
port,o
:,and
|6xi I k.iow Setori Hum t
the admistr
in defensof
others like to talk about it, or an hing else for that matter ,bUt I
se ay implementation o the Flanigan tlport;, He ,is, not
evrn: withthe Governifiebt any more,
SPo x. We are discidsng it frtn our area and our point of
-Mr.
*iOW. I was 3us trying tO express some of the concept* that go o
the minds of some of the, so,, g. assroots people for want of a better
word. It has been a subject of ismission with us and perhaps is, let
us say, laymen 'who are not involved in Government when we see
outselves liquidating our businesses, when we see our notes going
higher and higher and when we have appealed to the GOovernment
for a couple of years and we still see nothing done, this naturally
becomes a big topic of conversation.
Senator DOL. I appreciate that and I have great respect for Senator Humphrey, but I Would say in a general way you will note who
is attending this committee meeting this morning. You don't see
any Liberals here this morning. They will be on th& floor trying to
defeat S. 595 when it gets there. I guess we have to let the chips
fall where they may even in the cattle business.
Mr. Cunningham, president of the Independent Cattlemen's Association of Texas is our next witness.

STATEMENT OF T. A. CUNNINGHAM, P PRESENT, INDEPENDENT
CATTLEMEN'S ASO(80ATION OF TEXAS
Mr. Cwmrnovum. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is T. A. Cunningham, and I am president of the independent Cattlemen's Association of Texas. I submit the following
position
statement of the association on S. 595.
The Independent
Cattlemen's Association of Texas, while still a
relatively new organization, has a membership of in'excess of 100,000
members. In addition to the very depressed livestock market, one of
the principal concerns which cause the rapid growth and interest
in the Independent Cattlemen's Association of Texas, was the unrestricted importation of meat and meat products into the United
States from foreign countrie. S. 595 would have the effect of reducin the import level and therefore bolstering the domestic livestock
industry.
I would like to pose a question to you members of the mbcommit.
tee, and also relate to you the written position of the U.S. Department of AgricultUre on this matter.,
Are you aware that in 1976 under exit'
policies of the USDA
the United States will import approximately; ro percent of all beef
and veal exported from foreign countri s throughout the res of the
world I This statement was made by Richard . Bell Assistant Seeretary of Agriculture for International Affairs and, dommodity Pro.
gram in the 50th Annual Convention of the Washington Cattlemen's
Asciation, OlYmpi Wash., November 14,,1975.
'The Indepndenit Cattlemen's Asmociation of Texas realizes that
we must trade with foreign c6untriee, In fad, our farm and ranch
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products prest the eonbmio bask for ,u to improve the United

.States po1ton in world trade. However, the asoc.0ilon believes it is
imperative for the Congress to aept the response ability of establishng the level of imports and ma
that determination as opposed
to]earing the determination of import levels to bureaucratic decision
by the UBDA. The people elect the Congres and the people want
fir elected representatives to determine whether the economy of a
foreign country is protected over the interests of the citizens of the
United States. An,
ntlemen, this is exactly what we believe has
happened in the past few years. It has been the Policy of USDA to
be more concerned about the economic well-being of foreign governments than the people of the United State.
Assistant Sretary Bell of USDA indicated that, in 1972 there
were 906,000 tons or 1,812 million pounds of beef and ,veal imported
to the United States; in 1978, 916,000 tons or 1,882 million pounds;
and in 175 a decrease to 780,000 tons or 1,560 million pounds. The
United States is the only country in the world which continues to
encourage high levels of beef and veal imports with its domestic
markets being threatened. You of course are aware that the established statutory level in the 1464 ad is U5,400,000 pounds subject
to adjustments allowed above the trigger level. In 191; we exceeded
that statutory level by more than 100 percent.
The Independent Cattlemen's
cation of Texas enthusiastically
endorses 5. 595 by Senator Bartlett and others for the following
reasons:
1. The bill will ut a more realistic ceiling on the amount of
s8ughtered inport. beef and veal to this country.
.Me,quant ty of imports would be adjusted on a calendar quar-

ter ba rather than calendar year basi&
S.The Secrtary of Ariculture would not be required by statute
to estimate and publish
ao gate quantqt

of bef and veal to
be imported. It is our judgment that this publication causes market
fluctuations which reduces the stability of the domestic livestock
market.
4. We concur with the removal of the President's authority to
waive the provisions of the act by reclamationn because the -0ongress should be able to respond within an appropriate time frame
if overriding .economic or national security matters arise or trade
agreements with foreign countries develop which would necessitate
amendment of S. 696.
5. The bill allows for increased importation if domestic supplies
are inadequate.
In summary, statistics prepared by the USDA indicate a substantial decrease of net farm income from 1978 to 1976. This decrease has been disproportionately assumed by the domestic livestock
produced largely due to the effect of excessive beef and veal ivnports
which have weakened the domestic market. In fact, because OJ the
u.S. import policy many livestock producers are financially ruined
and bankrupt. The Independent Cattlemen's Association of Texas
would urg. your favorable consideration of S. 595 to develop an
import policy which is fair to the domestic producer and domestic
consmer and still recognizes the need for trade with foreign coun.
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O
ofArjta
ulture. I remember' in 1964, when I was in the
House, ther6 *as a great deal of pressure applied to' Secretary Free.
lan. There were those who felt if' meant cheaper meat. Now it is
Secretary Butz. Neit year it may be someone else.
We h~ve to realize this has to be a f*w-way street. We can't have
trade just one way. We ae tvirylngtd come up with a reasonable,
rational approach to help the peoRle you repi-6sent. Th6re are pres.
sure on the Secretary, whatever hi. name may be.
fMr. Cu
i-04 X. The pressure lig wide open. They thought nieat
prices would be reduced in the' United StAtes., All it did wa break
the cattlemen,
Senator FANXNN. Mr. Cunningham; T'"preciate verv muoh YOUr
being here. I regret I was ndt he.. 1*he tt your full testing
T was
Wy.
very much impiss 'with what' yo had to say. You draW: a sad
picture Qf the situatio\ inText.'
T.
Senator Mxsrw. T have n6further questions.
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Senator FA~xxIN. Thank you very much.,

Our next witness is Mr. DAvid Steinberg, president. US.'%Quncil
for an Open World Econoy. We* Wcome yi here'mij ioing.
We appreciate yd-ur being .ith .ufunderstand yu' have prepared
statement. You may proceed as yo* desire..'
use Tever had nY
d
for 'the'
Senato Do.o I would
;condtact'with:a .Council, f0i Open W0r! l F oy'is
thaf a nationwide organizationY
STATEMENT OF DAVID STEInBERG, PRESIDENT, U.S. COUNCIL IOR
AN OPEN WORLD ECONOMY
Mr. STENBERo. It is a national organization I helped found over a
year ago. I used to be associated with the Committee for National
Trade Policy and I have been before your committee many times in
that organizational capacity, in that organizational incarnation shall
I say. The Committee for a National Trade Policy, which did some
lobiyinq, went out of existence just over a year ago and I helped
fon this new entity which is really not a replacement of the committee.
Senator DoL. It is rather a large organization ?
Mr. STEINBERG. No, sir, ours is a very small, indeed struggling orga.

nization.

-

Senator DoLm. You 6mow how a cattleman feels then if you, are
.
,
struggling.
Senator FAXX. .How many members d6 you have in your organiization ?I
ci. The council is a nonprofit organization eg
Mr. Smx.
Education and research on thmerits and the problems of away*v

1~ag 6y-,,i,miany lobby,con
r.g a. no.P opei,'yod
Ing, fwtivities.,
Hy*1w
i~
ii
Itteie my .own Per;.
sonal views and nbt nesrlly n e'e3 det'01l those -,of,th, -council
Pnd the board of-trustees. I am trying to be a sort of friend of.the
couRrt., I haVe. a, point of view, but Will try to be as objective as I
can and I am not speaking I or any commercial inters;,of any kiid
in this particular fild, ,
Senator FANwnr. YOI are in(~oeoirrated andlocated here in -Wathington, so I w6uld assume you are'a-lobbyistl fot this organizations
.. Mr. S Tmn o. Lam not a lobbyist. I n .not doing, any bbying
at all and the council is not doing any
y
Senator HANzsb. You say the organization, U.S. Cfmncil for an
Open World Economy doqs not have,'a membership list as many organizatiQns do. Is that right
_
Mr., ST"amGo. That is iigt. I am not Apeaking for a membership in the sense that a tiide aswiation' has a membership..
m an rbgular.pafticipants are there in the
, Senator HMsiow
Mr,. S' mmai. Thus far in 1976, really iVery few, We have peraps to date and I am still trying to raise money, perhaps four or
six corporatibns, one or tw6 Snall foindatibns, a lew idividuals
as citizens and consumvs, a still very siiall, btruggling organization.
Senator H1ft'..
You say ou J-,hve fiye or six corporations and
bne or two foundation?
"
'
. Mr. S . ziio. We had~one or two found4tigjs last year .in calendar year 1976 and'thuS far,,I think it's only ono fotmidation. "
SSenator HAsEN. What corporations at members of the council,
Mr. &rxnxmo. I .woulP be glad to supply that.
Senator Hp6€ . Don t you know offhnd ?
Mr. STmN m. Yes, I do, air.

,Senator HANsEN. Just for my edification here.
Mr. STEmI.o.B
I normally don't put on the public record the names
of the corporations that contribute to the organization's program.
- Senator HAzcSEN. You say it is not on the Public record f
Mr. SdzT E o. It is on the public record somewhere I suppose. I
believe we submit statements to IRS as to who contributes.
Senator HANsEN. Could you tell me the names of the corporations
who do contribute to this organizationI
Mr. STr Imo.
Do you want me to do it right nowI
Senator HAN8EN. Yes.
[The following,list was subsequetly supplied for the record :]
Archer Daniels Midland Co.
Atkins, KroU & Co.
Bechtel Corp.
Burroughs Corp.
Caterpillar Tractor Co.

Raytheon Co.'

Rudolpb Brady

-

sm Reifeld & Son import Co.
Sobin Chemicals Co.
'rennco Inc.
Winter-Wolff Internationail Corp.
Yarway Corp.

Hardy Salt Co.
Iurt Orban Co.
MobJ Oil Corp.
Mr. S Emm'o. The ones who contributed just on the basis of my

immediate recollecion of who contributed last year, and I am still
trying to At funds for this year, include .the Buiroughs Corp.
Senator AzxseN. Burroughs

o. Yes, air, in Detroit; Archer-Daniels-Midland Co.
Mr. qs,
m of thonsttcmeoor
ini Illinois; Mobil Oil Corp. These o
sent in fmn lUk $10
who
oontributoqr
may
were
There
mind.
Senator HANUSN. I would not know the personal ones, very prob-

ably not, but I waS interested in the five or six corporations. You
have named three.
M?.r i--AW. We are speaking of last year now.

Senator HANsaim. You are the president of this outfit.

Mr. Ommmw, Yes, sir.
Senator HANSEN. I would not think you would have any trouble
remembering corporations.
Mr. &rwi ao. The Yarway Corp.
Senator HANSz. What is their bunessI
Mr. ST& mjmo. They are in Pennsylvania. I don't immediately recall their business. They have made very small contribution& I don't
speak for Any of these companies. They are making contributions to
a research and public education program on the Merits of achieving
a more open world economy but also the problems of achieving a
more open world economy. I .na trying to be as objective as I can.
I am not the kind of free trader who says remove the trade barriers
and everything will be all riKht.
I don't want what I say tim morning, gentlemen, to be interpreted
in any way to reflect any insensitivity to the problems of the cattle
industry.
Senator HANsz. Before you go on with your statement, I would
like to know the foundations that have been helping to finance your
efforts?
One of them was the American Metal Climax
Mr. STEixwOm.
Foundation. Last year they gave us a small contribution, and I just
fot a very small contribution of something like $5 from a small
family fund whose exact name I can't remember. It came in just the
other day.
Senator HAsiE. What percent of your total operating fund would
you guess comes from the four corporations you mentioned-you
mentioned Burrouhs, Aroher Midland, Yarway, and Mobil and you
mentioned American Metal Climax Foundation. What percent of
moneyMr. S=Nmnmo. I would say that corporations contributed more
than half, perhaps in the area of maybe 80 percent of the income.
Senator HANssN. That has come from five corporations?
trying to think of a coupe of others.
Mr. STEmE. aI

Senator HANzsE. How long have you been president I
Mr. Srammo. From the very beginning. I helped form it in
September 1974. I must say, ir, that I have made a tremendous
personal sacrifice in keeping it going.
Senator Hmwsv. You have trouble remembering who some of
the more important contributors were just a year ago.
I am trying to think of who they were then. I am
Mr. STNmm.
not trying to withold anything from the Senator.
Senator HAx.zx. I am just amazed that thepresident of the coun-.
cil would have difficulty recalling the names of four or five corporations.
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Mr. Szopoo. I mentioned foi. lhere wa- a firm in Chicago, a

Smll firra, I can't remember the exact name. He gave us s small

contributjon styear.
The thtg i, Menator, that it is not my job to a responsive to the
special nee% and demands of biuslness enterprises with certain commercial Interests, you see.
-Senator HAwsi. It will be your position that what you say ie
generally good for the country.

Mr. SriY7a*. Yes, sir.

Senator
Dom. It is not aimed just at the plight of the cattlemen or
beef
Mr.bnporter.l
S=iort
. No. In fact, I should say that none of the contributing individuals and corporations thus far knows that I am here
before your committee this morning. They will know when I send
them a copy of what I have said.
Senator HAN s N. Do you think what you may say will engender

further support from them or lessen their support?
Mr. ST n nvo. I don't know.
Senator HAxsEN. If I were a corporation and contributed to your
efforts last year and you were unable to recall who I was I must say
as an individual I would not be unduly flattered with your inability
to remember.
Mr. STzi wio.
s
Sir, I came here to testify before a Senate committee on a government policy issue. In response to your questions, I
am trying to think back to 1975 on the names of "the corporations
who contributed to our organization. I want to be accurate.
Senator HANrsEN. That is a lot of time to recall.

Mr. STzreismo. I don't think my failure to recall the name of every
corporation that contributed in 1975 is in any way an indication of
my regard or lack of regard for those corporations whose names I
did not happen at the moment to recall.
Senator HANSEN. You mentioned three or six and you named

four. I have no further questions at this time,
- Senator FANNNm. We want to consider your testimony in the proper
perspective and give fair consideration to what you have to say.
Naturally, when you furnish us with the information and it is your
statement that is in waiting, that is on the U.S. Council for an Open
World Economy stationery and you are listed as president of the
U.S. Council for an Open World_Economy, that is all we have to
consider, so I think you understand the questions are essential,
Mr. S=I" *;I was going to point out, without being asked about
the council, what the couoiI is and also the fact that my views expressed in these hearings are my personal views, my professional
views. The council provides an organizational context for research
and public education in this field, but the council itself is not appearing before this committee -to oppose or to favor a particular
piece of le slation.
Senator FoVw. All the Chair can say is you have on the U.S.
Council
. .. - for
an Open
...~~~0
World Economy,
. pes.ident,
Y stationery,
.
ry "Testimony
st
n oof
David J. Steinberg, president, U.S Council for an Open World
quotA legislation before the
Economy in opposition -to meat import
19'16,"
15,
March
Senate FinancoComm.ittee
Mr. Smnzxamo That is te basic statement from which I intended
to present my oral statement.
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explain
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a
Senator FANNIN- You go ahead andlproceed;
essential
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healthy
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believe
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STEINBERG.
Mr.
essenthink,
I
to the nAional interest of the United States and also,
is,.
tial to the best interests of American consumers. But the question
should
how
if the cattle industry needs and deserves government help,
of
this help be provided I In my view, the restriction of. imports
wrong
meat is the wrong way in itself to approach this subject, the
way to try to answer the real problems and the real needs of the
cattle industry.
I was personally opposed to 'the meat import quota law of 1964
and I have been opposed to that law ever since. I am personally opposed to any effort to make that law even more restrictive than it
.
already is.
If the cattle industry needs and deserves government help, I think
that that help ought to be provided directly, conktructively, openly,
comprehensively, coherently, through a coherent cattle policy whose
progress is carefully monitoitea &nd whose cost to the', country 'and
coitribution to the total' national interests are constantly reassessed.
I don't think that the'rstriction of imports is the way to deal with
what are, indeed, some serious problems i the U.S. cattlrs industry.
I.m no purist, Mr.-Chairman, on the subject" of international
trade and on the debii.ability oft an open world economy and' of free
trade ts6lf. T am not, a, purist who says remove the' trade barriers
and everything will' be all right: I -do believe that we ought to crank
'fifrietr"ae premise into government policy addresing the problemm
of the weaker sectors of our economy and that wef ought to deal di.
rectly and-openly with thosm -robles.'Ther fore in those general
ways aid' in th 9s term#, I 'respeotfully Mr. Chairman, oppose the
6M quota; law.
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are my views on this
subject.;
Senator'FPANqw. Th1ank you, Mr. Steinberg. It we could have it
but unfortuas
simpl,
asyougeneral
outlined
it,. it would
be very
n.atly
we havagreeinents
on tri1Th
andhelpful,
trdes, we hav special representative working every day 6f the year trying to resolve
some of the very difficult problems. Ybu have given a very simplistic
answer to a very complex problem. I do thank you for being with us.
Mr. STr
~mao. With all, due respect, Senator, I don't think my
view iS a simplistic vieW. In act, Iwould say quite the contrary,
that I am aware of the complexity of the problem. It seems to me
that restriction of imports of meat is a simplistic answer, a simplistic proposal to the problem that very seriously besets the cattle
industry.
Senator FANNIN. Senator Dole I
Senator Doi. I have no questions. I can understand your comments, but I thought you were singling out one industry and I
could not see where that would be consistent with the title of the organization.
Mr. STErBMzo. I try to get involved, to-the extent I have the time
and resources, in any problem concerning any pi-oduct, whether it
is steel or shoes or tomatoes or sugar or whatever. This happens to
be a meat issue, something that I have been. greatly interest in for
a long time and that is why I am here.
.
Senator Do z. There are a couple of projects at the International
Trade Commission, shoes and steel, with which you might be interested.
Senator FANNMN. I would suggest you get involved in imported
cars. We find there is not a quid pro quo relationship on cars. That
is much more out of line than most anything you can talk about.
Those ars are flooding our market at 3 percent tariff, and they have
tariffs on our cars going into the other countries over the world; the
Japanese when we wer6 in a position to compete, their tariffs were
70 to 80 percent and they expected cars to come in at practically
nothing, and they eme in at 4 and now they have gone down to 8.
Mr. Srmnn2.G. If I had the resources, I would get to the essence
of the automobile problem and I would come out with a monograph
of some kind presentig myIobjective views or some staff member's
objective views, no matter what any contributing company would feel
about it.
Senator FAZN.

Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Steinberg follows :J
TESnMoNY OF DAViD J. STMINM

, PRESIDENT, U.S. COUNILc

FOR AN OPE1 WoRM ECONOMY
Legislation to put meat imports under quota controls even more restrictive
than those resulting from the meat-import-control law of 1984 would not be in
the overall public interest In fact, the 1984 law should be repealed to provide
consumers the largest possible supply of meat for hamburgers, hot dogs and
other food products. Repeal would also help focus national attention on the real
problems and real needs of our livestock industry, and on sound solutions that
best advance the total national interest.
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Meat import quotas hurt cnsqmers. particulrly low-tricome vnioumqra who
can least afford retrictd suppies ot the V'V4. of food for whIch xmost of the
meat imports are used. Nor are these quotas constructive, responsible answers to
the real difficulties of the cattle iaduetr. If the cattle industry needs and
deserves government help, this assistance should-be through a direct, coherent
and constrtetive cattle policy .consisting of domestic-policy measures geared to
the Industry's basic needs..-a policy whose progress, cost and contribution to the
national interest are optly and systematically r
m . Besides helping both
consumers and cattlemen, such an approach would set a desirable example for
other countries whose answer to domestic livestock problems has too often been
restriction of meat imports. The trading world needs a mueh more sophisticated
approach to the problems of weak industries.-The t1nited States has a major
export and overall economic stake in such long.overdue reform.
Whether the industry is cattle or candy, textiles or tomatoes, shoes or sugar,
it is high 41me we and other trading nations stpopped making Imports a scapegoat and started finding sound responses to the real problems and needs of
ailing Industries In a rapidly changing auid increi-ingly competitive world
economy. Import quotas and other trade controls have become a snake oil nostrum which too many producers in too many industries too often find appealing
for treating ailments for which imports are not responsible. America Is capable
of better. The American xkople deserve better. The national interest demands
better.

Senator FANNIN. The next witness is Mr. Kenneth Roberson, executive director of the Meat Importers Council of America.
We appreciate your being here this morning. Do you have a prel)ared statement I
STATEMENT OF KENNETH ROBERSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MEAT IMPORTERS COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC.
Mr. RO ESRON. I have a brief prepared statement.

Senator FANNINE. 11e appleCate your being here. You may read
your entire statement.
Mr. RoBiuxsoN. For the sake of brevity I will digress a moment atid
bring out, some salient points.
As I start out in my statement, I am Kenneth Roberson. I am the
executive director of the Meat Importers Council of America, Inc., on
whose behalf today I appear.
0ur council is incorporated in the State of New York, but it is a
national organization with members throughout the country. I would
say offhand we have about 60 regular mombis or close thereto, all
who are directly dealing in the importation of fresh frozen beef
which oomes mostly from colntries such as Aus.ralia, New Zealand
and the third country typically being Ireland, but during the past
year it has been displaced by Costa Rica.
WA'e have associated members wl are firms who are indirectly concerned with the importation of fresh frozen meats and they are such
as truckers, some users and so forth.
In the next paragraph, I state that I have been in this capacity for
5 years. Previous to that I was in private business. By that I mean
trading on the day-to-day basis in the meat industry and I think I
started in the meat industry about 385 years ago; something like that.
I hate to state that, but, it is s fact of life.
It is our pleasure to be here today. We are naturally appearing in
oppo ition to S. 595. We ar opposed to any further restrictions on
importing meat.
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I have heard hero this morning several figures talked about concerning the importation of beef, but in those figures, are canned,
cooked, cured and what have you.
S. 595, aeording-to my reading and that of the council, only
covers the importation of fresh frozen beef which comes from Australia, New Zealand, and Mexico.
This beef is used for manufacturing purlzs. It creates jobs in
America. It is not competing with American beef.
Senator DoLB. Do you have any record of how many jobs it creates
in America I I would like to compare that with how many are put out
of work.

Mr. ROBEmON. No, I am afraid I have no statistics on that, but I
know every large processor does use it. I know that imported meat
does not only reduce the price of beef to the consumer conversely it
also increases the return on live cattle to the producer. That might
seemn illogical but this imported meat, which is lean, is mixed with
domestic fat trimmings and is sold in the form of hamburger, hot
(logs amid the like. So, if we do not have this imported meat, those
domestic fat trimmings would have to go to waste and be sold at, say,
a nickel a pound, so you get. the two ends here with the producer getting the best money or will the consumer have topay more I I am not
an economist.

Senator DOLE. Do you believe we should have any meat quota at
all?
M1r. ]RonBEsoxN. I believe and it was demonstrated in 1972, in 1973,
and I believe again in 1974. when the Prvsident suspended ,he quota,
there were some press releases out at, that time that Australia in particular would flood our market,, but I believe, and you can check this
or I can make another submission later, I believe the record proves,
which is on the last point here, that even though the quota was suspended by Presidential order in 1974, we did not even reach the
trigger level. So, this brings me to the point I have emphasized time
and time again in convesations with different people, that Australia,
New Zealand ad the other countries do not push the meat in here. We
pull it as we require it.
A statement was made earlier today from this seat that beef is
beef and imported beef competes with'the domestic. I disagree with
that. In the industry we use the "National Provisioner" yellow sheet.
I called my office this morning and on January 2, U.S. canners and
cutters, cows, that is, carcasses fron whioh meat comparable to the
imported was produced, was selling at 50 cents a pound in the Midwest. Today that same meat, according to the yellow sheet, dated
March 14, is selling at 60 cents, an increase of 10 cents per pound on
carcass weight.
Senator DoLE.. I have to leave and I know Senator Hansen has a
number of questions, but if the meat import law is good for the
United States why is it i.AA good for Japan?
Mr. RoBEaRsox. I think if I were a Japanese I could answer that
question.
Senator DOLM.. I know your answer-you anr not doing any business
over there.
AMr. ROnERqO,%. I think that Japan is going to be importing this
year substantial quantities.
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Senator DoLv. I think the record, is clear that, of course, you are
just on the other side of the cattlemen. You have one interest and
they have another interest. I don't quarrel with your views. I don't
really believe that it is relevant to say that we export a lot of agridultural commodities because there are demands fo those commodities
and we could export more.
Mr. ROBERSON. Last. year our exports were $20 billion and: our imports were below $10 billion.
Senator DoLE. That is not relevant to running a cattle business. I
tried that in the last election and it does not sell. I understand-your
position and I don't quarrel with it. Really, I do quarrel with it 'anid
I understand it. You are in the meat importing business and you are
not up here, I would not say, to hurt anyone but you are here to preserve your own status quo or to help it.
Mr. ROBERSON. I would like to go on the record stating wlat happened to choice beef during the period I mentioned and we are producing choice beef in this country. I argue and the American Meat
-Institute has put out a paper to this effect, the grass-fed beef produced in the United States is not used in a factory or commercial
kitchen.
Senator HANSEN. Who do you sell it to?

Mr. ROBERSON. The processors will buy it, whether they be manufacturers of convenience foods, hamburgers, hot dogs and so forth,
and they take that meat and they mix it with choice trimmings, or
prime trimmings for that matter.
Senator HANsz. Then what is done with it ?
Mr. RonpBEso-.. Then it goes with a 50 or 60 percent blend of domes-

tic pr duct or 70 percent in some cases. Then it goes to the consumer.
Senator HANSEN. But eventually it is eeten, is that right?
-Mr. RoBERSON. Yes, surely..
Senator DOLE. Are you saying the stuff you import is too bad to eat
it on the table? Perhaps you could have a picnic.

Mr. ROBERSON. I would ext it. It is good, healthy, and sanitarySenator DOLE. But you don't recommend it.
.Mr.ROBERSON. I don't think my choppers could stand it.
Senator HANsEn. Is it tough?
Mr. RoBEasox. It is grass fed.
You are looking at a guy who did not know there
Senator HANrS.

was any other kind of beef until I was 18'years old.
Mr. RonERsoN. You have -bettergrass than New South Wales has.

Senator DOLE. I appreciate your question. I have no further

questions.
Mr. RoBEnsoN. It was a quick decision, and I would appreciate it if
the mcord could be kept openSenator DOLE. We will keep it open for any further imports.
Senator HANsEN. Let me say before you leave, Mr. Roberson, that
this bill is prompted not to try to make wealthy people out of a very
important segment of our domestic cattle industry. It was brought
about because they are going out of business.
I come from the West, and them is a lot of land in the West that
produces nothing that can be used by man except grass and that grass
has two uses: One is to raise cattle and one is to raise sheep. If neither
cattle nor sheep graze much of the West, there isn't any economic use
that man has so far developed that will make much use of that grass.
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IMr. Ropwws0. I am aware of that.
Senator HANSEN. I am a former Governor of Wyoming and I know
A Little, bit about some of the problems trying to maintain, county
government and the costs that go into providing school systems for
small communities, the impotan .that the ranchers .represent infl
terms of the cpitinuing eoonomio viability of businessmen in small
ares in the West., Unless these people tor whom
towns And tra
thisbill is inencded directly to help can stay in business, they are
going to go out of business. As.they go oqt of business, others are
going to be hurt and probably some.of those other businesses, too, will
fail.
The problem is when do we call a halt. How cAn we structure a bill
so as to make certain that they don't go' down the drain? The facts
are before everyone who is interested enough to look at them.; They
have been going broke and going out of business. There tre fewer
than half as many sheep in, this country as there were 2 or 8 years ago
primarily, because of two factors: The great increase in predators in
this country and, secondly, the inability of the livestock industry
which includes both sheep and cattle, and hogs, of course, but I speak
of sheep or cattle now, to keep their prices in balance with the cost of
production. It is this problem that we are looking at.
You think there should .not be some line drawn that will bring
about a protection for these people. Let me say these are the people,
the old cows, the dairy industry is dependent upon ultimately having
to send every cow it milks one time or another to the packers, as you
know. That is *here the meat that is boned and frozen and shipped
into this country, the manufacturer meat that you speak of comes
into competition with a very important part of the liveitock industry.
Have I said anythig so far with which you would disagree?
Mr- Rosmwoxs.
Mr. Senator, I would like to reiterate what I said
earlier. We don't pull the meat in here.
Senator H4Bs. Would you answer my question? Do you disagree
with anything I have said so far? Is there anything 1 have sid that
you think is not factual or true I
Mr. RoBERSO. I do not believe I could testify to that. You touched
on lambs, for iitencq.

Senator HALswr. Y6u would not know about coyotes. I will exclude
the sheep industry.
Mr. RoBESo N. I am a great lover of lamb and I am disappointed to
rend that we are now consuming about 1 '?ound per capit i the
United States ivhich i down about 50. percent fron what it was. I
was very, very much disappointed becau" I ani a lamb lover.
As far as the beef situation is conerned- on which I am testifying
-herb today, as I said before, we pull the beef rather than it being
pushed in by the producing countries. I would s y if we had the beef
here in this country, we would bring in less. I think the simple laws
of Rupply and demand would be'a balancing factor..
I Senator HAwsNE. Let me say I think I agree with you when you
talk about whether we pull it in or they push it. I too find great merit
in the marketplace in helping people determine what to do. I think
the reason why the Australians send their meat indirectly and I don't
mean to point out specially Australia although we know they are an
important exporter of beef, but I would say every country that sends
beef to America sends it because it is the best market they can find. If
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there was a better one,.they would be sending it somewhere else. Do
yoo diugree with that f
Mr. Ronmbtnow . I remember in 1978 our Government begged lkstralia to send beef in here.
Senator HAwsx. I am not talking about everyone.
Mr. Ronnwoiv. I am talking about the administration.
Senator HIAxNSa.
It is hatid to define who is the administration at
times.
Thank you very much for your appearance here.
[The prepared statement of Mr. oberson and attachment follow :]
STA1 uwzor KxNxRrH Romnsow, ExculIvE DuECeTon, MXAT

IOmpouTs COUNCIL or AUcmcA, INa.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Kenneth Roberson.
I am the Executive Director of the Meat Importers Council of America, Inc.
Our Council is Incorporated In the State of New York, with members throughout the United States, and is an organization of American businessmen engaged
in the export and import of meat and meat products. A copy of our membership
list lus been provided to the Committee.
I have been the Executive Director of our Council for the pest five years. I
was a co-founder of the Council and have spent a lifetime In the International
meat business, as did my father before me.
The Meat Importers OQuneil appreciates this opportunity to appear before
this Committee to express its concerns regarding the legislation before you,
S. 595. 'Through the yearns, we have appeared before your Committee and other
Congressional and Administrttion panels, to state our views on Public Law
88-482, known in odr business as the "Meat Quota Law", and we believe the
record woUld not be complete without a response to the Committee's announcement of Wednesday last regarding this bill which proposes a decrease in the
meat quota levels which we believe are already too low and unrealistic.
Before discussing our views on 9. 50, it is important to have an adequate
understanding of thb kinds of meat involved in the quota program. The imported
meat Which ts restricted is primarily of the manufacturing type: it is the meat
that goes into hamburgers, frankfurters, and convenience foods. The ratio of the
lean-to-fat content of Imported meat is comparable to "canner and cutter grade"
range-fed beef and does not directly compete with table-cut meat which is the

primary product of the United States Industry.t

To summarize our position: We are strongly opposed to the proposed further
restriction of meat Importa for thb following reasons:
Our Members' business responds to a need of the American Consumer; especially those who for their daily food rely on manufactured meat products. such as
hamburgers, frankfurterh, and many others. We must remember that many of
our fellow citizens are hard-pressed to afford daily steaks, as produced in the
feed lotN of the United -Stats. i
The'United States exports 21 billion dollars of agricultural products aninually, with Imports of les than halt that amount; therefore, a further restriction
of already testreted Imports Is totally unwarranted as well as shortsighted;
The propose leslftilon, A.098, would hiot nly severely aggravate an already
existing sltutiob, baft the difficultles would be compounded by placing the
restrictions on a basis (19WI1912) which has no relevance to the needs of the
American Consumer or producer In 1976.
The proposed legislation perpetuates one of the central flaws of the Meat
Quota Law. a flaw that hurts the American Producer as much as It does the
importer: The restrictions of the law are couched in terms of the relationship
between Importh and domeste production, This, we submit, Is economic and
business nonsense for all concerned: When there are years of U.S. production
shortages. imports would also be short; when there are years of high U.S. pro.
ductios, Imports would be at a higher quota level. The first does not help the
consumer, the second does not help the industry.
I Only a minor percentage of Immrtp. somie 8% according to a study of the U.S.
Tariff Commisson, is Imported in the form bt table cuts.
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In 1976, perhaps more than ever before, imported manufacturing grade beef
of the type covered by the import quota law (P.L. 88-482) will be essential to
U.S. conftimerei ft tempering undesirably high prices for hamburger, sausage,
and other traditionally low.priced Items. Economic data indicate that U.S.
ranchers and cattlemen have recently reached an unprecedented peak In herd
liquidationi.
To the U.S. consumer, this basically means that while there is now sufficient
manufacturing meat resulting from the high current slaughter levels, supplies
will drop radically in the course of 1976. If imports are hot allowed to respond
freely to demand and temper the relative shortage, the result i bound to be
unacceptably high price levels for processes meat products.
Processing meat supplies in the United States are on the decline. Despite
modest increases in meat imports, fat beef trimmings, and pork in 1975, the
total supply will still be reduced in 1976 by about 200 million pounds as a direct
result of decreased domestic lean production.
We are submitting herewith, as Appendix I, statistical evidence of the need
for imports in 1976, and, as Appendix II, a summary of quota levels under
P.L. 88-482.
It should be pointed out in this context that imported lean beef is blended
with trimmings of domestic fat table cuts, thereby increasing the marketable
value of domestic fat trimmings.
For these reasons, we submit and urge that S. 595 not be adopted.
Thank you.
STATISTICAL EVIDENCE
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What t tras fed beeO?
The term "grass fed beef" is popularly used to describe meat from cattle that
have been fed only on range or pasture or have received a lit ted ration of
grain before being marketed. It is not an official government designation. These
animals include steers and heifers that have not gone through feedlots and cows
and bulls culled from the nation's breeding herd.
Younger "grass fed" animals are marketed at 12 to 15 months of age and
weigh 600 to 800 pounds. These animals usually qualify for the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Good grade.
Heavier animals-between 800 and 1,000 pounds-are marketed at 15 to 25
months of age and normally grade USDA Good or Standard.
Cows and bulls usually are 6 or I years old when marketed. Beef from these
animals is used in processed meats such as hamburger or sausage products.
What is baby beef?
Baby beef---ometmes called calf-comes from very young cattle. The calves
are marketed st weights between 850 and 550 pounds and have been fed mostly
milk and gras. These animals are older and heavier than veal calves.
Baby beef is graded according to USDA calf grading standards. It usually
qualifies for the Good grade, but some may receive the Ohoce designation.
I# muowh "graoe fed" beef being *old f~pdrmarfett
Some, though mostly in superfinarkeR kii'the Southeast, South Central and
West Coast states. Grass fed beef may be advertised and sold by store brands
or by USDA grade. In some stores, baby beef (or calf) may be displayed
separately from regular grain fed beef.
Does "gras fed".beef cost.ee?
Usually it is cheaper per pound than grain fed beef. Some stores have offered
certain cuts of "grass fed" beef at 50 cents per pound less than Ohoice grade
beef.
Does "gras fed" beef loob and tasto &fferentf
.Because "grass fed" beef has les fat covering and marbling than grain fed
bqJ,it may be slightly less flavorful and juicy. The fat may be cream or light
ye w .color. due to subetancee in the grass the animal was fed. Fat color
has no effect on the flavor or eating qualities of the meat.
Retail cuts of baby beef are smaller In size than those from more matu'e
animals. The lean meat ranges in color from pink to light red with a thin -fat
covering. The meat is very tender but mild in flavor.
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What'e the best way to cook "gras fed"'t -'
The most tender cuts from thb loin and rib may contain as much marbling
(fat with the lean) as grain fed beef and can be broiled. Cuts with slightly less
marbling should be cooked to medium doneness for maximum flavor and
juciness.
Cuts from the chuck and the round should not be broiled. Instead, they should
to 1/8 cup) at 800-32561. for
-be browned, seasoned and cooked in liquid (/
2% to 8% hours, depending on cut size.
)Whatabout cooking baby beef?
Baby beef has little or no fat covering. The shoulder, leg and loin roasts are
best cooked at 800-825°'. in the oven to an internal temperature of 170°F.,
medium well to well done. The meats hould be basted with fat several times
during cooking. Tender sirloin, T-bone and porterhouse steaks can be broiled.
Is "gratsfed" beef nutritious?
All types of beef are excellent sources of protein, iron, B vitamins, zinc and
many other trace minerals. "Grass fed" beef contains a bit less fat than grain
fed beef, therefore somewhat fewer calories. However, lem- for lean, the
nutritive value is the same.
Is the long term trend toward all "grass fed" beef?
No, although the marketplace will determine how much grain actually Is fed
to cattle. Cattlemen have changed feeding practices due to high feed costs. But
good weather and crops will moderate grain prices.
As long as grain prices are high, cattlemen will feed less grain and market
their cattle at lighter weights. But most cattle marketed In the months ahead
will receive some grain and the number of mature, grain fed animals will
increase as feed costs decline.
Senator H-ANSEN. May I say to all p resent, this hearing record will

be kept open for an additional 2 weeks so any additional statements
anyone wishes to submit, they may do so.
Thank you very much, and thiS hearing is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, ut 12:80 p.m., the subconimittee was adjourned.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

madea part of the record:]

A PoiToN PPmn oN AGmOULTu"AL IMpowrs: Tma ImPAOT oN AMaCAN
AGRoIULTUaz

(By Jon Wefald, Commissioner of Agriculture, State of Minnesota)
The United States is by far the world's greatest food producing nation.
America is the major food exporting nation in the world as well.
Indeed, our farmers feed not only all of America but 25 per cent and more
of the world's population.

America's farmers and ranchers almost yearly produce surpluses of meat,

milk, poultry, vegetables, citrus fruits, vegetable oils, cereal and feed grains.
Rarely should it be necessary to import significant quantities of these foods.
Yet, we are importing shocking quantities of directly competitive food prod.

ucts-more than any other nation In the world.

In fact, imports are a major reason why domestic farm prices have fallen
so sharply in recent month&

This year the United States produced record crops of corn and wheat, and
the second largest soybean crop on record; moreover, cattle slaughter for
beef and veal continues at record levels.
Record -production represents record consumer supplies of these foods.
When supply exceeds demand, prices drop-certainly farm prices always do.
Yet the flood of imports continues at near record levels in directly competi.
tive foods.
-

While the Imports are pouring in, our domestic agricultural economy iS being
seriously undermined.
For example, In Minnesota, farm prices on most commodities are at the

lowest levels In years. In 1974, Minnesota farmers experienced a record $548.
million OUT In net farm Income. For the first nine months of 1975 the esti.
mated gross cash receipts from Minnesota farm marketings were nearly $VA.
million lower than for the same period last year.
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These figures indicate that Minnesota farmers have lost over $1-billion In
net farm income these past two years, compared to the record farm prosperity
of 1978.
Iniports have had an important impact on reversing the boom of 1978 Into
the bust of 1975.
Safeguards provided by the Congress are being both ignored and even employed to the detriment of American agriculture.
For example, the Meat Import Act of 1964 was designed to protect our domes.
tic livestock industry against unfair and excessive competition from foreign
meat imports.
The law provided for Imposition of import quotas on beef, veal, mutton and
goat meat when quantities of these imports exceeded a "trigger" level based
imports that totaled 725-million pounds.
onThe
the period
major 1950-08
flaw-and
irony-in the law is the provision that the "trigger"
level is Increased at the same rate as domestic production of beef, veal, mutton
and goat meat increases.
In other words, the more red meats American farmers produce, the more
red meat that foreign suppliers can sell in the United States.
By fully responding to the Administration's appeals for full production of
food since 1978, American farmers are actually hurting their own pocket.
books under this concept.
Quotas seldom have been enforced under the 1064 Meat Import Act.
True, quotas have-been set by the President as required by the law, but
these were almost always Immediately suspended in favor of a "voluntary
restraint" policy.
Voluntary restraint agreements were used for the first time in 1969, agnin
in the last half of 1970 and until June of 1972 when all import restrictions
on meat and dairy products were totally discarded.
Record meat and dairy imports of 1972 and 1978 and the accompanying
disastrous impact upon our domestic livestock and poultry farmers are established facts.
Meat imports in 1972 totaled an all-time record 2,018,477,000 pounds, or
913,800 metric tons. Meat imports In 1973 totaled 1,975,427,000 pounds, or
89,048 metric tons, second highest on record.
Beef and veal imports were 671,711 metric tons in 1972 and a record 678,048
metric tons in 1978.
These meat imports are actual product weight, and must be converted to
carcass weight to compare to domestic red meat production. Currently, U.S,
Department of Agriculture advises that a factor of 1.85 may be used to convert beef and veal Imports to carcass weight.
Beef and veal imports in 1972 were equal to 8.74 per cent of U.S. domestic
production. In 1978, beef and veal imports soared to 9.85 per cent of domestic
production.
Voluntary restraints were reimposed for 1975, but again at record levels.
These agreements negotiated by the State Department-not the U.S. Department of Agriculture-set beef and veal imports from 15 supplying nations to
550,848 metric tons, actual product weight, or 748,845 metric tons In carcafs
weight equivalent.
1975 voluntary restraint agreement levels for beef and veal imports are
7.2 per cent higher than the restraint levels for 1971, the last year that re.
straints were imposed.
During the first ten months of 1975, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
reports that beef and veal imports totaled 408,642 metric tonm a 9 per cent
increase over imports for the same period In 1974. Of that amount, 402,134
metric tons entered under voluntary restraint agreements.
It I important to note that only six categories of fresh and frozen beef and
veal are subject to the "voluntary restraint quotas." Canned and processed
beef and veal imports are not restricted.
While total beef and veal imports for the January-October period this year
are up by 9 per cent. the Imports of the fresh and froen beef products that
c;,mpete most directly against our own domestic livestock Industry were
actually nearly 16 per cent higher than last year, according to the latest
federal figures.
Moot importantly, domestic beef and veal production is at record levels
for 1975.
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The U.S. produftlon total for the full year mayk top 11-million metric tonswhich iS a total Ave times greater than the second raking world exporter-Argentina.
bee National Livestock and Meat Board has forecast (December 8) that
beeproduction in 1978 will likely exceed the 1975 record, and total red meat
production next year could increase by nearly 1-billion pounds.
In carcass weight, beef and veal imports for the first ten months of 1975
represent 678,187 metric tons. That is an amount equal to 7.8 per cent of our
record domestic beef and veal production for that period, estimated by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture 9,22,4 metric tons, a more than 5 per cent
increase over January-October, 1974.
Indeed, the projection now is that American imports of beef and veal-in a
year of record dowestJf upplies--may exceed 600,000 metric tons. That would
be the third highest volume of beef and veal imports on record, topped only
by 1972 and 1978 in which there were no quotas and no restraints.
The major point here is--America does not need and cannot afford such
huge and unjustified imports. America is the world's leading producer by far
of beef and veal. No other country even comes close to the United States in
the production of beef and veal, or total red meats, or total food. No other
nation has a higer degree of self-sufficiency.
Imports displace American farm production in the marketplace. The indicated 600,000 metric tons of 1975 beef and veal imports represent a displacement of over 1.7-million American cattle and calves. Such a displacement is
nearly six times the number of cattle and calves that Minnesota farmers had
on grain feed for this fall quarter. That leve4 of displacement was equal toone-third of forecast national cattle and calf marketings for beef and veal
slaughter in the October-December quarter.
America In notithe only nation increasing beef and veal production to record
levels. Cattle and calf slaughter is ineresing world-wide due to drought
and adverse price factors, particularly in Australia and Argentina.
But we are the only major nation that continues to increase its beef and
veal imports, to nearly half of the world import total in 1975.
Japan and the European Common Market countries have severely restricted
beef and veal imports to safeguard their own economies. The European Common Market banned beef imports during the last part of 1974 and is importing
only token amounts in 1975.
Closing of these major world markets has shifted significant volumes of
beef and veal to the United States. During the first seven months of 1975.
imports of beef and veal from Australia were 45 per cent higher than for the
same period in 1974.
The United States also has become a major customer for cooked and frozen
beef from Argentina, which was denied its traditional markets in the European
community.
The European Common Market countries have raised meat prices abovo
world levels tnJimit domestic consumption to domestic supplies of beef and

veal, estimated at 6.6-million tons annually. Imports to Europe have been
restricted to only taken amounts equal to beef export iales.
Beef supplies are now backing up in AuRtralla. Slaughtering plants there
closed after Australia's voluntary reatraint "quota" in the United States was
filled on November 17. Cattle and calf prices in Australia are reported so lnw
that ranchers are abandoning animals on the range because market vale does
nnt cover slaughter and marketing costs-an experience that Minnesota beef
producers had to endure frequently during the past three yfnrs.
New Zealand, another major U.S. supplier of beef and veal. ha asked for it
sharp increase in its voluntary restraint level, frankly admitting it wants a
blirer slhare of the American table beef market.
-The buildup of world beef Inventories represents a major continuing threat
to American livestock producers. if voluntary restraint levels continue to make
the United States the major dumping ground for surpluses other nations
reject.
In fact. according tn a recent speech by Assistant Secretary of Agricultumr
Richard 10. Bell. the United States will be the only major world importer to
Import more beef and veal this year than last. Our share of themo world Imnorts
for 1975, he said. will be nearly half. In 1973. a record year of U.S4. beet and
veal imports that fractured the economic spine of our livestock industry, our

share of world beef and veal imports was only 85 per cent. To repeat, America
will be importing about half of the world's total exports of beef and veal in
1975. The reasoft for this is that the Other beef and veal; importing countries
are continuing to shut down imports.,
Voluntary restraint poliCy is more generous than the strict quota system
would be. According to one U.S. Department of Agrieulture spokesman we
contacted, the allowable levels of beef and veal imports under the voluntary
restraint policy are about 10 per cent higher than the quota system required
by the 1964 Meat Import Act.
New voluntary restraint allocations for 1976 are now being calculated. Best
available advisement is that these may be another 10 per cent higher than
those set for the current year.
Higher levels for meat imports in the future can be devatating for our
domestic livestock industry already 'in extremely serious trouble.
In mid-November the U.S. Department of Agriculture reported that the
average prices received by American livestock producers were at only 59 per
cent of parity for beef cattle and at a disastrously low 42 per cent of parity
for calves.
Cattle slaughter In the United States Is at an all-time record volume, piling
tip inventories of domestic beef and veal in cold storage. Livestock producers
are dumping inventories of cattle and calves they cannot afford to feed at
today's depressed prices.
American meat producers receive no federal subsidies. Most of the foreign
competition does, not only from their own government, but from ours as wellIf not In direct financial and technical assistance, certainly in the form of
defaults on the enforcement of tariffs and counter-vailling duties.
Livestock producers are not the only segment of American agriculture that
is being undeservedly and unfairly whipped by Imports.
In Minnesota and the Upper Midwest, we are alarmed at the dislocation of
the markets for soybeans, our second most important cash field crop.
Imported palm oil from Indonesia and Malaysia rnd imported coconut oil
from other tropical Asia and Pacific nations has already captured nearly 25
per cent of the domestic vegetable oil market and has helped dry up our
foreign markets. Indeed, palm oil imports to America foir 1975 will exceed
soybean oil exports from America.
Soybean prices have dropped tO tbo lowest levels since January, 1978, below
the actual cost of production for many Minnesota farmers.
Accelerating palm oil imports threaten to negate soybean production in
America as an important agricultural crop. If it is not a profitable crop,
farmers won't plant soybeans.
This could set off a chain reaction of great consequence for this nation's
most important industry of agriculture. What do farmers do with the nearly
4-million acres of cropland in Minnesota and 58.5-million acres Of cropland
nationally that they planted to soybeans In 19757
Any massive shift In crop acreage of this consequence, to corn, wheat, barley,
cotton, tobacco or other alternative crops, would have the potential for staggerIng surpluses that could jar the entire agricultural economy.
Palm oil imports are already at a crisis level. In just the pest seven years
palm oil imports by the United States have Increased ten-fold, more than
doubling Just In the past year. Palm oil Imports are forecast to double again
before 100.
Two different vegetable )il products are harvested from the tropical oil
palms.
The one that competes directly against soybean oil in the world market is
called palm oil. extracted from the pulpy fruit. Palm kerwel oil is extracted
from the pit inside that fruit, and competes against cottonseed and coconut
oils.
During the marketing year ended September 80, V.S. imports of palm oil
totaled 756.9-million pounds, and imports of palm kernel oil totaled 160.4million pounds, or a combined total of'917.8-million pounds.
According to a soybean processing industry spokesman. 1-million bushels of
soybeans ts displaced from the vegetable oil market by each 10.4-millton
pounds of palm oil imported.
'The means tbat 195 imports of palm oil captured the markets for 72 8.
million bushels of American soybeans. That amount of displaced soybeans Is
equal to nearly 78 pet cent of Minnesota's total soybean production this year.

in the month of October, the last reported, palm oil imports exceeded 100.
million pounds, a 44 per cent inqreasj over than month last year, while palm
kernel oil imports were 9.52-million pounds, a 46 per cent drop compared to
October, 1974. The combined total was nearly 26 per cent higher than a year
ago.
Palm oil has already totally replaced soybean oil In the potato processing
industry. Palm oil is replacing soybean oil in shortenings, margarines, bakery
and confectionary products, in many of the prepared foods in which vegetable
oil is used.
Like imported meat, palm oil is a cheap substitute, and a subsidized one.
Oil palms require no cultivation. The only labor involved is in the initial
planting and harvesting. Oil palms come Into production in five years, and
yield the two-product oil fruit abundantly for 25 years or more.
Like imported meat, palm oil competition has been developed and encouraged by significant United* States technical and financial assistance.
Just last month the State Department overruled the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's strong and economy-grounded objections, to approve another
$11.3-million World Bank loan to Indonesia for a further increase in its palm
oil production.
We've also had a hand in the development of other palm oil production
plantations in West Africa, tropical Asia and in South America.
Further, five western railroads seek to grant the imported palm oil a rate
reduction that amounts to $465 per tank car below the currently uniform rate
for domestic soybean oil shipped in the same tank cars on the same railroads.
But this bid for preferential rail freight rates from west coast ports to the
heart of mid-America has been temporarily suspended by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Yet the suspension won by strongly expressed objection by the agricultural
community is only a temporary one, subject to a final decision by the Interstate Commerce Commission before next July 2, 1976.
The rate reduction is based on meeting competition from southern railroads,
which have already succeeded in granting the preferential lower freight rates
to coconut and palm oils imported through gulf coast ports.
Import traffic undermining the domestic agricultural economy is by no
means limited to red meats and vegetable oils.
Dairy imports are again surfacing.
In a telegram to the Secretary of Agriculture in late November, the National Milk Producers Federation strongly objected to and asked an immediate
cutoff of Canadian shipments of non-fat dry-milk-sugar mix into the United
States, which began on November 18.
Patrick B. Healy, Secretary of the Federation, labeled the new milk-sugar
Import a clear effort to evade U.S. quotas for non-fat dry milk. and warned
that these new Imports will result in lower prices to American dairy farmers.
Canada supports its farm milk price at nearly 25 cents a gallon higher
than does the United States.
Canada also protects its agriculture industry, as most of the rest of the
major food producing nations, through the use of import quotas and embargoes.
Agriculture in other nations is given a major consideration and voice in
the shaping of agricultural and economic policies.
In the United States, it seems, at least in light of recent experiences, agricultural and economic policies are excessively determined by the State Department, International political considerations, and cheap food economists.
'These imports are seriously eroding American agriculture.
It Is time that America employed the same established International rules
of tightly regulating imports-like all other nations do.
It is time to limit competitive imports.
It f time for restoring agriculture to its rightful role in the determination
of national agriculture policy.
It is time for Congress to act decisively on the establishment of a completely spelled out national food policy that will properly protect American
agriculture, consumers and the general economy.
fligid quotas must be established for directly competitive food Imports to
fulfill the original purpo*-Food should be imported only in such quantities as
to maintain ample applies and stable. fair level prices for consumers.
Congress should require the full enforcement of all laws Intended to safe.
guard the domestic economy through the collection of all tariffs and countervailing duties on all imported products to which these laws apply.
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Congress should restore the authority for the establishment and enforcement of quotas on competitive food Imports to the U.S. Department of Agri.
culture.
If given a fair shake on imports and exports and an opportunity to make
a fair profit. America's farmers can help the nation towards full production,
full employment, and a balanced budget.
Facts on meat imports
IMillions of pounds]
1975
allotpent

Place
Costa Rka .............
Australia ...............
New Zealand ...........
Mexico ................
Canada ................
Ireland ................
United Kingdom_
Nicaragua ...........
Guatemala .............
Honduras ..............
Dominion Republic
Panama ..........---El Salvador ............
Haiti ..................
Belize ..................
Total .............

January to October 1975 delivered

54.2
49.0u
638.5
596.50
262.5
246.50
54.4
21.00
20.3
14.40
38.2
1.40
1.0
.80
47.6
30.00
33.4
21.60
34.8
26.00
14.0
6.80
2.5
1.30
11.1
2.30
1.8
1.20
1
.02
1,214.4 1,018. 82

Now ifted add 5.2.
Now fied add 42.
Neady filled add 16.
Anicipate 31.5 for year.
Now filled add 5.9.
Anticipate 6 for year.
Anticipate 27-28 for year.
Anticipate 8 for year.
Anticipate 5 for year.
Anticipate .028 for year.
(Or 91.7 percent of total beef-veat Imports 498,642 metric tons
received during the first 10 months of 1i75).

NOTES
1.Beef and veal imports under "voluntary restraint" agreements (1975) per USDA ERStFAS.
Adding allotments filled and ERS/FAS anticipated receipts by yearend increases October total of "voluntary restraint"
beef andveai imports by 89,608,000 pounds--to an estimated 1915 total of 1,108,428,000 pounds.
2. Only six specific beef and veal meats are under the voluntary restraint-primarily fresh and frozen carcass and boneless meat-None of the canned or processed beef and veal products are under voluntary restraint alltments or under the
quota system provided in the 1964 Meat Import Act.
3.According to USDA/FAS, the United Stites is the world's leading producer of beef and veal (10,657,700 metric tons
compared to second place Russia's 5,766000 metric tons In 1974) also leader inpork (6,241,900 metric tons compared to
second place Russia s 3,796,200 merlc tons In 1974). (Russia Is the world leadr in lamb and mutton, United States
seventh.)
4.Andin total meat production United States leads Russia 17,109,700 metric tons to 10,512,200 metric tons, based orb
1974 production statistits-and Russia does not export

LESTER BLM BERG, SECRETAY-TEASURER
MEAT PROMOTERS OF SOUTH DAKOTA

STATEMENT BY

Mr. Chairman: I appreciate this opportunity today to submit a statement
in behalf of the livestock producers of South Dakota.
My name is Lester Blomberg. I am secretary-treasurer of the Meat Prorooters of South Dakota. an organization of livestock producers who support
strongly the concept of family-sized farms and ranches I am a rancher-that
is my full-time vocation, and I am proud to be part of America's livestock
industry.
Today, we find livestock producers in a serious predicament. Our part of
the industry is III and dwindling. We have been clamped in a vise by low
prices for our livestock and by high prices for our operating costs.
In spite of this, the State Department strikes again and again at the weak
and staggering cattle industry. As producers, we find ourselves caught in a
crossfire of State Department tradeoffs, of large volumes of meat imports. of
price fixing and of price manipulation.
We submit this statement In support of S. 595, the mean import reform legislation introduced by the distinguished Senator from Oklahoma, Mr. Bartlett.
This bill would only reduce the imports that are salt in the gaping wound in
the livestock industry, it would also make the basic formula much more
reasonable.
We think it Is good common sense to reduce imports when domestic livestock numbers rise. It is the only way to prevent imports from depressing
market prices paid to American livestock producers.
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We sincerely hope thii public bearing will provide a strong message to
Washington that 8. 595 is an important step toward saving the grassroots
family farmer and rancher now in the business of producing this country's meat
animals.

-

Thank you very much.
CAMPBELL COUNTY FARM BUREAU.

Box 976,

(lltette, Wyo.
Mr. ROBERT A. BEST,
Chief Economiat, Senate Committee on Finance,
Dfrksen Senate Office Bldg.,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: We wish to submit the following written testimony concerning
S. 595 to the sub-committee on intentional trade.
We are typical ranchers here in N.E. Wyoming, having been In this business
since graduation from high school. We and many others like us are suffering
another year of depressed cattle prices and ever increasing operating expenses.
Contrary to the ideas some have, most cattle producers run less tkati 250
animal units.
The facts and figures presented here were gathered from ranchers with all
types of ownership of their operation; those who owned 100%; those who
own part and lease part from private Individuals; those who own part amid
lease the rest from the federal or state governments; and those who lease
100% of their operation.
Because cattle prices are depressed and the operating expenses so high, many
ranchers or their wives have been forced to obtain part-time or full-time Jois
in an attempt to hold their operation together in the hope that cattle prices
will rise to a level commensurate with production expenses. Some ranchers
In this area have supplementary income from natural resource development
that has helped them keep operating, but even these ranchers wonder how
long they can continue to operate a business that is losing as much money as
the cattle industry is.

This should be a matter of concern to the entire nation, because it is not
a healthy situation economically. politically or socially to have as large a
segment of the nation's food production, as beef Is, so dependent upom outside
sources of income to keep going.
The length of time that any business can or will be operated at such a loss
is very limited and this limit has about run out for many ranchers across the
nationn. If the beef Industry collapses, the nation not only will find itself a
little hungry and short of one of the best sources of nutrition the world has
found. but it will have a severe economic impact on the nation's business
world as much of the borrowed money that ranchers are using has come from
guch sources as insurance companies and other businesses that buy stocks In
loan companies who serve the agriculture community.
The cattle industry is one of the few industries regulated entirely by supply
and demand. If there is a lot of beef, the prices are low. If the supply is short,
tl)e price goes up. The cattleman can not put a price on his product and say.
"This Is the price of a cow." as can the antomobilh or other such Industries.
Cows are not made on an assembly line that can be shut down and thus limit
production according to demand. The cattleman is faced to sell on the present
innrket, high or low.
Inflation is raising the prices, of everything the cattleman needs to operate
his business, at the rate of 16% a year and the price of meat in th, superimarket is rising at the rate of 16% a year, yet the price the cattleman received for iis live animals went down 4% In the last year.
We feel If the rule of supply and demand was allowed to wnrk. the nation's
cattlemen could adjiot and get the cattle Industry back Into a profitable
situation. but with unlimited foreign Imports and a lack of comparable grading
stnnidnrds on this foreign meat, we are put In an unfair position.
The average cost of running a ranch last year (1975) in Campbell County
was $239.00 per animal anit (AU) The average return per AU was $135.00
before expenses were paid which meant the average Campbell County rancher
lost $104.00 per animal unit. If you multiply this by 90,000 head sold In
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Campbell County last year, you are looking at an approximate total losa of
9,390,000.00 to Campbell County cattle producers, alone, and we have no Ideal
what the' figures would run in other areas of Wyoming, but are very sure
they would be comparable.
The American cattleman Is not subsidized in any way, and does not wish
to be. Yet lie is forced to compete on the same market with foreign beef that
is raised In countries that do subsidize their cattle industry and their citizens
have meatless days so that they can export more beef to the U.S. under less
stringent inspection rules than U.S. domestic beef
Foreign imports are not the only problem facing the American cattle Indistry, but we feel imports have upset the basic function of the rule of supply
and demand as far as domestic beef is concerned. If import quotas were established and held at a level low enough to enable the rule of supply and
demand to function properly and imported meat were required to pass the same
Inspection regulations as domestic meat the situation would be more fair.
A o these countries could feed their own people better, thus not only benefitlug the American cattle industry but the whole world.
Sincerely yours,
CLARAxEE DILLINGER,

Vice Prcsldent.

DUDLEY MACKEY,

Presifdnt.
STATEMENT OF WAYNE MOORE, PRESIDENT, MEAT PROMOTERS OF WYOMING

I wish to make a few informal observations which, I hope, may be of some
help in the passage of S. 595.
I do not have at my fingertips statistics on the meat import situation, but
I am familiar with the situation and the detrimental effect that increasing
imports have had upon our domestic market.
If the American housewife is to continue to have access to high quality
domestic government inspected beef then those of us involved in its production are going to have to have an economic climate whereby we can make
a decent return for our labor and investment, not to mention RISK.
Weather alone constitutes a monumental risk, even if the market were always
favorable. To increase imports as consumption of domestic beef rises is patently ridiculous. To do the opposite and increase imports only to alleviate a
potential shortage of the domestic product, to me, makes sense both economically and politically.
Due to a catastrophic drop in prices of finished beef and feeder cattle at
the same time that we have had record increases In all areas of our
operating expenses, a lot of' us are going to be forced out of business
I want to point out here that as a cattleman, I want no part of any subsidy
and its accompanying government control. It follows that if I didn't have
some gambling blood, I wouldn't be in the cattle business. However, I am
sick and, tired of betting against a stacked deck. I know of no-one in the
business who expects more than a fair shake in a free market. Ever increasing
competition from substandard foreign'beef which cannot" meet the inspection
standards which are routine for domestic beef doe6 not constitute a fair shake
for American producers.
Both America Industry and the American 'Housewife have a life-size stake
in the future of the cattle industry and the economic health of the 'fdinly
operated ranch. As a highly capitalized segment of the economy, we represent
one of the industry's better and more consistent consumers of manufactured
goods, particularly trucks, tractors; wire, and steel products. We represent a
"source of good, wholesome beef secod to none on earth, nor can our efflolency
be matched without Injecting a factor which Is simply unavailable in this
country. Cheap labor.
The availability of cheap labor, coupled with cheap land and, in many in.
stances subsidies, some of 'them provided by our own United States of America,
allows foreign, interests,' such' as the Australlans to produce beef cheaper
than we can. Let's remember, though, that they can't Match the quality of
our product, nor can they begin to supply our entire needs. Nor does any forelgti

producer pay any local, State, or Federal taxes here.
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The cattle industry's share of jobs provided in such areas as transportation,
paclking - & processing, and retailing is enormous. I do not believe that is
possible to adversely affect our domestic beef industry without damaging these
vital 'areas of employment.
As to the argument that we must import substantial amounts of beef in
ordbr to keep the price, down to the consumer, I have this to offer: Granted
that beef has gone up in the-stores, what hasn't? And while transportation,
labor, and handling take a much bigger bite out of consumers beef dollar, the
price of cholee steers, as well as feeder cattle was higher thirty years ago
when 4it was possible to buy a new pick-up truck for about $1400 as compared
to $6000-$7000 today, and a roll of barbed wire was about $7 instead of $30 or
so as it is today. The surest way to drive beef prices sky high in the long run
is to put a substantial number of those currently producing beef out of bus]--,
ness. Believe me, that process is well under way right now if we don't curtail
these imports so detrimental to our business.
It is basic that we must trade. However, a nation cannot afford to run its
business any differently than an individual. To Invite imports when we have
a surplus -of our own is similar to a farmer buying alfalfa hay, when he already has more than enough, in order to encourage someone to buy his soybeans or cotton.
I offer these remarks, not as an expert, but as a representative nmemlbr of
the cattle industry who depends upon cattle for a livelihood. I have been in
the business for over 25 years and have seen some tough times, but nothing to
compare with the current cost-price squeeze.
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STATEMENT OF THE MEAT PROMOTERS OF WYOMING

Mr. Chairman, "Overshadowing recent higher price trends, is a record large
and growing cattle herd that has the potential of supplying record slaughter
and production during the suminer and fall, pushing fed cattle prices lower
again. Cattle slaughter is not yet large enough to stop growth in the cattle herd.
Further culling of the cow herd is probably still required to reach a level that
will insure any continued profitable return to feeder cattle producers."
The above is a quote from the June 1975 ivetook and Meat Situation, a pamphlet published by the U.S. Department of Agrtculture.
The Question is: Why is it necessary to cull cattle and reduce domestic herds
while at the same time the State Department negotiates to import 100,000,000
pounds of meat above the 1974 quota? The State Department, as usual, is asking Americans (in this case the livestock producers), to sacrifice, so that foreigners may benefit. When does this kind of give-away-for-friendship end?
_
The livestock producer is nearing the end of his rope. Another year like the
.1974 livestock disaster, and many producers will be forced to sell their herds
and add to the long line of Job hunters.
A specific example Is needed here: Not even counting cost of machinery purchased In 1974, the livestock expenses on the Gerald-Boardman ranch in Wyoming totaled $24,987 in 1974. Fifty heifer calves were kept over until the following spring, but the remainder of the calves were sold that fall and brought
$16,968, and total cattle sales brought $25,425. This leaves a net gain of $488.
This year, all ranchers have tried to manage their ranches more economically
than in the past, but with risIng costs of fuel, Tepairs, machinery, freight, and
supplies, this was impossible. A bale of twine cost an average of $30.00, as compared to $9.00 In 1973. All other costs were nearly doubled in the past three
years. We raise this question: How much longer are we, the cattle producers,
expected to operate without profit?
We respectfully submit that the proposed reduction in the meat Import quota,
as proposed by S. 595, will have an immediate effect on cattle prices this fall,
and we hope that you will favorably consider the bill.
If the members of the subcommittee are thinking about the consumer side of
the coin, as of course they should, consider for a minute the alternatives: If the
cattle producers are forced out of business, what will happen? A look into the
future will bring you the following prediction: that large corporations will completely control the cattle market, from the production end of it to the final sale
in the supermarket. Prices -have already been driven up In the supermarket because of monopolies of the conglomerates. If this trend is allowed to continue,
the average consumer will not be able to afford to eat beef, if this Is not already
the case.
Another alternative would be to import all beef. Now, foreign beef does not
have our careful, strict government inspection to insure that it will be clean, free
from harmful substances, properly handled while it is in the process of being
butchered. We believe that consumers like to know these fatts.
Thank you for taking time to read this statement.
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Congress and the Administration should reject current efforts to bring meat
import* under quota controls even more restrictive than those required by the
meat imports legislation of 1964. In fact, that quota law should be repealed in
the interest of the consumer stake in the largest supply of meat for hamburgers,
hot dogs, sausages, salami and the like. Over 90 percent of U.S. imports of frozen
meat is used for these products. These imports supplement domestic meats used
for these purposes.
It is high time for the government's concern over inflation to be reflected in
an all-out campaign to make the U.S. economy as productive as possible and
with as much access as possible to the goods of the world market place. There
may be no more appetizing example of what needs doing in this respect than to
maximize U.S. access to the imported ingredients for such American delights as
hamburgers, hot dogs, etc.
To whatever extent our livestock industry needs government hell), such assistance should be provided through a coherent, constructive livestock policy addressing that industry's real problems and real needs directly and openly. The
progress and cost of such a policy should be kept under constant review.
Moreover, the Congress, the Administration and the country should stop
kidding themselves about the acceptability of "voluntary" meat export controls
adopted by other countries under U.S. pressure as against unilateral import quotas and the special problems the7 pose. An import quota not found indispensableas a marginal part of a coherent policy of constructive help to an ailing industry
whose problems and needs have been carefully diagnosed is totally unacceptable.
Such a quota by any other name or device smells just as foul.
We need a meat import policy that does what is best for U.S. consumers. Such
a policy will stimulate direct, constructive attention to the real problems of U.S.
producers seekfg import quotas. We don't need and cannot afford the meat import quotas mandated by the 1964 law as It stands-even less an import control
policy '.nade even more restrictive.
NOTv.-Thls statement represents the writer's personal views and does not necessaril.
in every detail, reflect the views of the U.S. Council for an Open World Economy and Its
trustees. The Council Is a nonprofit orgsnization en aged in research and public education
on the merits and problems of achieving an open international economic system.
AMEmoAN FAsm BUREAU FEDERATION,
Hon. ABAHAM Rxicon,

Park ldge, Ill., September 11, 1975.

Committee on PFnance, Hubcommittee on International Trade, U.S. Senate,
Dirksen Senate Office Buiilding, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR Rimcorp: We appreciate the opportunity to comment on proposals to amend the Meat Import Alt of 1984.
For the record, Farm Bureau is the largest general farm organization In the
United States with a membership of 2A898,781 families In 49 States and Puerto
Rico. it is a voluntary, non-governmental organization, representing farmers
who produce virtually every agricultural commodity that is produced on a
commercial basis in this country. More than $00,000 of these members are beef
producers sheep producers, feeders, or dairymen.
Current proposals to tighten the provisions of the Meat Import Act of 1964
reflect the serious losses experienced Oy some cattlemen in the past two years
and producer concern over the fact that domestic cattle numbers are now at. an
a lltime bi gh. ...
In ot. opinion the enactment of sich legislation would be unw".
The applicable sections of Farm Bureau Policy for 1975 reads as follows:
"Legislated import quotas are unacceptable solutions to import problems....
"Agricultural import problems can be handled best through determilnations
of injury and remedies by the U.8. International Trade Commission rather than
through special legislation."
Our opposition to legislated Import quotas reflects our recognition of the fact
that our overall balance of trade in agricultural products Is highly favorable to
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the United States and our concern that any new Import quota legislation might
provoke retaliation against our agricultural sports. The enactment of such
legislation would be particularly unfortnmte at this time because of the adverse effects It could have on the current International trade negotiations.
Sincerely yours,
W Lz J. KuXHuss, Preeilent.

meat Imports.
Re S. 595, a bill to reduce
COMMITz ON FANCEM, SUNCOM

1

CO.01975.
B. BROOKS
CTaeper,B.
Wy~o.,
Auguet #0,
ON INTERATON-AL TRDE,

U.S. Senate, Dirkeen Senate Ofice Building, Waehington, D.O.

GwNLEMuN: The cattle breeder, particularly the cow-calf and the cow-calfyearling operator is in serious trouble. The problem th due to a multiplicity of
factors The greatest factor is the gradually increasing amount of beef imports.
The amount of beef imports has gradually increased to nine percent of our
local production. A second factor is the high cost of feed grains due to increasing
exports some of which are financed by P.L. 480. If beef Imports were cut back
materially there would be a better market for cows and grass fat beef, as it Is
in, this area that foreign beef is causing the greatest competition. Almost all of
the foreign beef is In the form of hamburger or boned beeL This Is the area that
competes seriously with our cow market Given a better cow market, enough
liquidation would take place to bring about a somewhat better balance in our
cattle numbers.
The cattle industry of Australia and New Zealand from which almost all of
these imports come Is fitted for our market and they tell you so when you
talk to them. Due to excess land, good climate, and an abundance of rainfall,
cattle can be raised more cheaply than they can be here.
The cost of finishing cattle In this country has increased markedly because
of the high price of corn. The liberal use of P.L. 480 In the past several years
has created a shortage of feed grains, making the feeding of cattle almost prohibitive. The chain stores are also geared to choice beef which requires the use
of corn for 90 to 180 days. Due to foreign sales, the use of corn as a feed grain
has becoMe almost prohibitive.
The most reasonable and rapid approach to a difficult multiphasie problem Is
to drastically reduce imports of foreign beef.
H. E. STUCKENHOFF,

PreeWlent.

OFFICE OF TH COMMONWFALTH OF Pulwro RIco,
Mr. M~cnAvZ. S;TUN,

Washington, D.C., September 2,1975.

Staff Director, Senate Committee on Finance Subcommttce on Internatonal
Trade,Dirkeen Senate Offiee Buildusg, W
nUton, D.C.
DRAR Ma. STxm!: On behalf of Mr, Don Afln, StaW Director of the Puerto
Rico Interagency Committee for TWe Negotiations, enclosed please find a copy
of the oicial presentation made by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico before we
U.S. International Trade Commission on May 5 and , 197f, regarding the section
on "Beef and Veal."
We respectfully request that the subcommittee on International Trade consider the recommendation that separate and declining quotas for beef be established for Puerto R .ico.
Should you need a#y further information we will gladly provide It to your
committee.
We appreciate your consideration of Puerto Rico's position in this matter,
Sincerely yours,
PATRICJ4 %1OL?,

Enclosure.

Asuletatit to Donal M. Allan,
-
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B_ r AND VEAL (TSUS 106.10) DUTY US$0.03 CENTS PER POUND
I. INDUSTRY STATUS AND OUTLOOK

A. Domestio produotion, employment, et cetera
1. There are over 1,30 farmers producing livestock for beef and veal on a
commercial scale In Puerto Rico. In addition, another 650 dairy farmers derive
part of their income from the sale of livestock for beef. Total production of beef
and veal amounted to 49.6 million lbs. in 1978/74, with an estimated value at
farm gate In excess of $81.8 million. Although employment In this industry has
not been officially estimated, It is felt that not less than 2,000 laborers derive
their income from this industry. In addition, this Industry provides inputs for
19 slaughter houses scattered throughout the Island, which In turn provide raw
material for several meat processing plants.
2. Minimum farm wage for this industry is $1.17 per hour. However, many
farmers pay substantially higher wages.
3. Resources utilized Include manpower mentioned in A-i; 400,000 acres of
land which in turn receive substantial amounts of fertilizer estimated at round
16,000 tons per year.
4. Volume of Exports:
a. None.
b. All beef and veal produced Is for local consumption.
5. Imports:
a. Puerto Rican Imports of fresh beef and veal In 1972/73 amounted to: From
the U.S.A. 85.4 million lbs. with a value of $81.2 million; from foreign countries
82 million lbs. with a value of $19 million. That same year, U.S. imports of this
commodity from foreign countries amounted to 1,854 million lbs. with a value of
$80 million. In terms of value, total fresh beef and veal Imports to Puerto Rico
are equivalent to 5.8 percent of total beef Imports by the U.S. and its possessions.
In terms of physical volume It amounted to 5 percent.
B. Principal foreign markets
1. Not applicable

2. Puerto Rico does not export beef and veal, fresh, chilled or frozen. It does
not contemplate future exports of this commodity.
V. Principal foreign competitors

1. Puerto Rico does not compete In foreign markets. It does, however, compete
In the local market against foreign imports.
Million
pound*
2. Competitors in 1973/74 (Imports)/:
Dominican Republic
-----------------------------------13. 6
5.4
Honduras
--------------------------------------------Nicaragua
-------------------------------------------1.4
U.S. cento

per kg.
8. Country tariffs:
Dominican Republic
-------------------------------------10
Honduras
0-----------------Nicaragua
--------------------------------------------60
For additional information see App. 1.
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APPENOIX L-MPORTS OF BEEF. FRESH ANO FROZEN FROM U.S.A. ANO FOREIGN COUNTRIES
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------------------....................
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1,373
2,334
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269

1,428
1.781
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151

1.4,7
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131
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1.052
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1.
3.641
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1,139
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D. Key ompetile factors
1. Puerto Rico beet and veal is of high quality. We consider It to le slightly
prior to beef and veal imported by Puerto Rico from foreign countries.
2 Low priced beef imports place a burden upon our industry.
B. Subsldiaries overeeae
1. None.

P. Outlook
Production of beef and veal in Puerto Rico In 1978/74 amounted to 49.0 million
pounds. Present public policy Is to increase over a four year period, local production by 50 percent over the level of 1972/78. Plans have been designed and
programs are under way to facilitate the achievement of this goal. Large investments have been committed for construction of new slaughter houses and improvement of existing facilities.
Imports of this commodity from foreign countries have increased from 14.8
to 82.0 million pounds during the period extending from 19e3/64 to 1972/73.
The magnitude of these Imports, undoubtedly, has adversely affected our efforts
to increase local production. The U.S. import tariff which presently applies to
this commodity is fixed at 8# per pound. With the increase in price of beef and
veal, this tariff's relative value decreases and at present Is approaching 4 percent ad. valorem. If this trend continues the Puerto Rican effort to increase
beef production will be further jeopardized, with concomitant adverse effects on
farm employment.
ii.

RECOMMFNDATIONS

OF SPECIFIC AREAS FOR MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

A. Foreign tariff conceessons to be sought by the United States
1. None.
B. Foreign ,VTB'* ooncesione to be sought by the United States
L None.
(7. Possible U.S. tariff oow8seo
to be negotiated
1. Any concession by the U.S. on existing tariffs would increase the vulnerability of Puerto Rico to increasing imports from foreign countries and damage
the Puerto Rican beef Industry. It Is strongly recommended that either no
general U.S. concessions be made or that special consideration be given to establishing a special quota possibly combined with a tariff to provide essential protection for the developing Puerto Rican beef industry.
D. Possib;e U.8. 1TB's to be negotiate4
1. Not Available.
H. Possible U.S. concessions to increase U.S. industry competitiveness
1. Not applicable.
P. PossMUtp of sectoral aeproao
1. Not Available.
0. Availability of supplies and access to supplies
1. Land availability for projected growth is considered ample.
H. Safeguards
1. Puerto Rico is a small, highly populated Island which depends exclusively
upon air and sea transportation for its exterior commerce. This special situation
makes Puerto Rico very vulnerable tonmaritime and air strikes either locally
or in the mainland. In addition, the hurricane season every year produces its
own disruption, although short lived, of sea and air transportation. This situation places Puerto Rico in special condition whereby It must make all possible
efforts to safeguard local production of food for consumption to foreseeable

limits.
2. Local production costs of beef and veal are higher than those prevailing in
foreign countries which compete with Puerto Rican producers in the local market (Puerto Rico). Due to this condition imports need be regulated to prevent
those countries from flooding the Puerto Rican market. Foreign or domestic
beef dumping in Puerto Rico could eaily destroy our beef and veal industry.
8. Total consumption of beef in Puerto Rico Is less than % of one percent
of total consumption in the United States, yet Puerto Rico imports 5.8 percent
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of all U.S. beef imports. The quota system for imports of beef established by the
United States considers total consumption rather than individual state or territory consumption. Thus, the total U.S. beef and veal import quota is allotted
to foreign countries without specifying the maximum permissible quantity that
could be shipped to any one state or territory. Consequently excessive amounts
of this commodity could be channeled by one or several foreign countries to
Puerto Rico. Such action could place a tremendous burden upon our industry.
4. To safeguard the Puerto Rican beef and veal industry It Is proposed that
special treatment be given to our particular situation In multilateral trade
negotiations:
a. The Commonwealth recommends specifically that the U.S. negotiate an
agreement which provides the protective framework for 50 percent increase in
Puerto Rican domestic beef production in the FY 74-IDT 78 period and which
permits(1) Establishment in cooperation with the Commonwealth Oovernment of a
flexible quota on Puerto Rican Imports from foreign countries (including transshipments from the mainland), which declines as Puerto Rican beef output Increases, or
(2) Application of a traiff of 25% AS. or a combination of quotas and a differential tariff if these would accomplish the objective with more efciency and
less market dislocation.
b. Beef and veal (106.10) should be removed from the President's 5 percent
duty list unless Puerto Rican Imports (including-transshipments from the mainland) are excluded from this treatment.
LADDE, Wyo., Auguet 17, 1975.
MIOHAL STIKSN

Staff Director, Senate Committee on Finance, Dirksen Senate OffcPe Building,
WasMngto, D.O.
GENTLEMEN: As a third generation ranching family, I am writing to express
our support for Bill S. 595 to amend Public Law 88-482 referred to the Committee on Finance.
We are finding it soon impossible to continue In the cow-calf operation due
to operating expenses of 50 cents per pound.
We are now being offered 2 _cents per pound for steer calves and 28 cents
per pound for heifer calves.
There is something wrong when the consumer Is paying $1.08 per pound for
hamburger (in Wyo.) and going up. The rancher is not even making enough
to make a living.

The ranch has been our sole income for the fourteen years of our married
life. And the sole income for over Forty years of our grandparents and parents.
The time has come that one of us will now have to look for outside work
Just to try to keep the ranch. This then will put more burden on the unemployed
of the nation and the meaning of again a mother not home with her children.
The high cost of inheritance tax for ranching has caused many a family ranch
to go under and with today's prices for land and the prices paid for cattle
it Is totally Impossible to stay in the business or encourage your children to do
also.
The rate we are now going we will soon be depended on foreign beef as well aw
oil, gas, steel, and many more items.
This is not the total answer for the beef industry but it is a step forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. ToM GRAHAM.
MMAT IMPOTMu

Re 8. 505-Restricting meat Imports.

COUIML or AMutIOA, IiiO.,
New York, N.Y., August 27, 1975.

Mr. MtOIAEL STWo,

Staff Director. Senate Finance Oommlltee, U.S. Senate,

Washimnton, D.O.
DEAR MR. STsrf: I wish to refer to the recent announcement In the press that
the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Internationnl Trade bad requested that
written statements on the above bill introduced by Senator Bartlett be submitted
to you prior to the end of this month.
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The Meat Importers Council of America is a national trade association Incorported under the laws of the state of New York. Its members account for an
estimated ninety percent or more of the imported fresh, chilled or frozen meats
covered by Public Law 88-482.
The meats which are imported by our members consist mostly of what can be
described as "manufacturing meat" which is used in the manufacture of hamburgers, hot dogs and other convenience foods, and does not compete with U.S.
table cuts.
The meats which are Imported are vitally important to citizens in the middle
or lower end of the income spectrum, particularly those with fiked incomes In
these days of alarming inflation.
Consequently, we are opposed to S. 595 and in the event that hearings are
held we hereby request that we be given an opportunity to express our full views
on this matter.
Very truly yours,
KE.vcr.'r ROBERSO.
EBaccutivc Director.
CAMPBELL COUNTY FARM BUREAU.

Gillette, Wyo., August 24, 1975.

DEAR Sins: You have asked for testimony concerning beef imports and their
effect on the cattle industry. In this respect I am speaking as both a rancher's
wife and as the President of Campbell County Farm Bureau. Both my husband
and I are lifelong livestock producers.
Neither of us have ever seen the situation as unfair as it is now. It is questionable how long we can continue to operate as we have had to in 1974 and
1975, and the other livestock producers I represent are in the same boat.
The national average figure for operating expenses to run one animal unit (1
cow and her calf) for 1 year is $200.
At present market prices, if a rancher sells that calf at weaning age he will be
lucky to get $180 to $185, a net loss of $65 to $70 per animal unit. How long can
an industry that has not depended on government handouts going to be able to
survive with losses like that.
It is the opinion of the members of my organization, as well as my own personal feeUngs, that the huge imports of beef are the prime offender in this whole
mess. How can the domestic beef hope to compete with beef that has been produced in other countries at half the cost and in cases one-quarter? Beef imports
are the highest they've ever been.
Why should we, who are consumers of tremendous amounts of industrial prod.
ucts that are produced in the U.S.A. be forced to suffer a severe economic loss
while people consume livestock produced outside the U.S.A., many of these same
people being the same ones whose jobs are made possible through our purchases?
Is not our industry deserving of the same consideration that others receive? No
other industry has to compete so unfairly with such an overwhelming burden of
cheap imports? Therefore I urge that your group put a stop to these imports, and
impose a moratorium for at least 160 days or more to give the livestock producer
a chance to recover.
Contrary to the idea some have, the bulk of cattle producers are small, having
herds of only 100-250, and most depend on these small herds entireLy for both
personal and production expenses. So you can see that we are quite a large number of consumers, and our economic loss will be felt in many areas.
Sincerely,
CLAiENCz DU.LImNGE,

0

Vice President.

